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ftw writing of a thesis cannot b« successfully accosplisbsd

without suggestions, criticise, and inspiration from outer sources.
Hence tbs writer wishes to acknowledge her indebtedness and extend her

most sincere thanks to the seafcers of the Depsrtwmt of Botany of the

Massachusetts State College as well as to the Staff of the Massachusetts
General Bbapital.
lor the initial impetus in undertaking this work, the writer
Is especially grateful to Dr. 8. R. Torrey, Professor of Botany; for

its final critic! sib, to Professor A. T. Gassn, Head of the Dspartusmt

of Botany; Br.

O —niton ,
r

Depertawnt of Aitooology; and Or. Jnssendsn,

—all

Depart nisut of Chemistry

of the Massachusetts State College.

Ths

ancourageaent , when progress appeared slow sad Barriers insarmguntahle,
of Hiss Sally Johnson, 8. I., Superintendent of Nurses, Massachusetts
General Hospital, has been an intangible factor which cannot be too

highly evaluated.

The writer also wishes to thank the various irug

corrpRnies (a list of which are found following the bibliography) for

so generously supplying samples, illustrations, and literature on their

latest drags*
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work makes no pretense at bringing forward a largo

mm

of original research Involving abstract questions, although it is ho.

lleved that it contains a considerable number of practical remarks on
the use of drags, which are the result of the writer's personal obser-

vations.

It alas, however, at bringing together in a node rate compass

a More extensive series of foots concerning the action of drugs derived
from plants.

It alms at giving one an understanding of the present day

uses of these drugs frea a knowledge of their sources,

ly arranging

these plant-sources in phyl ©genetic groups, the similarity in properties

and actions of drugs extracted from closely related plants is emphasised.
In selecting the plants to be considered, "Useful Drugs",

edited by the American Medical Association, was chosen as the most reliable guide, since it deals only with those therapeutic agents which ere

generally acceptable to the medical profession.

Careful comparison of

these drugs with the ones actually found in the medicine closets of the

Massachusetts General Hospital and other recognised hospitals showed
that, for the most part, they coincided.

Pharmacopoeias and Materia

Medicas were consulted for further information on these drags,

vhile

in son* eases the therapeutic uses have undergone only slight changes,
if any, since the time of their initiation, in others, controversies are

still being carried on in the most recent literature.

In these Instances it was necessary to gather together all the
available information, including that obtained from companies which

MSMUfactured the drug, end weigh it carefully to eliminate anything

iUge 2

which

fan*

not been proven valuable.

The hospital resources, too, wore

utilised la making these investigation*.

The literature reviewed, sub-

stantiated by hospital findings, makes up the mala body of this
thesis
and forms the basis for the writer* s conclusions.

historical ^eveloiawnt of Use of pi^ta

ft

f

Magic end medicine have a coaswjn heritage.

Bach is the ex*

press ioa of JBan»s desire to overcos* his natural enemies.

The magician,

wbather medicine aaa, priest-physician, witch doctor, faith healer, or
soothsayer, invokes the help of the supernatural.

The nedicine man,

however, decided to combine the supernatural with natural remedies.

As

these natural means proved more and more effective, the line of demarcation between magician sad physician became sharper, but has never been

entirely eradicated.
The Materia Mediea of today, therefore, originated from cruelty

— the

sad superstition

superstition that disease was

n

invasion of the

body by evil spirits and the use of cruelty to drive the invaders out.

Among the mesas of cruelty employed were beating, bleeding, and noxious
concoctions.

So distinction was made as to the type of material used to

make up these concoctions.
plants was acceptable.

Anything from roasted toads to bitter tasting

Aloes, in use today, was one of the first pleats

employed in medicine, principal ly, perhaps, because of its extremely
bitter taste.

As time want oa and the numbers of plant drugs increased,

there were certain outstanding theories with regard to their uses.

of all, secrecy was of paramount importance.

First

The preparation and employ-

ment of various remedies was handed down from generation to generation aw

a family secret not to be divulged.
meat valuable.

Unknown drugs were regarded to be

Shea Jean Bieo introduced tobacco into franco he even

mm

3

persuaded the £ieen, Catherine de Hedici to chew and snuff It for her
health.* 5

Sext, herb* were employed In extreiwily large numbers .

The

fttropean physicians pat into their prescriptions as easy ingredients

as a patient's purse would stand, believing that the greater somber
of drags fired at the disease the more chance they bad of hitting it.
In

16%, three hundred doses were prescribed for

of &»glsnd. 15

the dying King Charles II

finally, there sas as empirical rather than a rational

basis for Judging the value of a drug.

That is, drugs which sere knows

to have cured certain diseases were prescribed again for the saws use

without an understanding of their actions.

Although this sethod is ef-

fective in many cases, it is rather crude.

Before the changes which have taken place in the modem day

methods for using plants as drugs are indicated, a more detailed account

of these plants taken individually will be gives.

Wmm Of IHDIVIDUAL
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WCDICIML PLAITS

(fries) Tulnsna la commonly called the

naturo of ergot was not known hy early writer*,

although it was mentioned by many.

Leal car, about the Middle of the

sixteenth century, swntioned Its specific
name of "ad sis tendons ssagulnosm. *
*Tiy-

we.

Thai ins applied the

Bashia used the asms Sscole iuxnr-

f*Coadollc called it Sclerotica claron.

Although other names

hare bees applied, the credit of working out the life history belongs
to Tulaene, one of the most eminent of french mycologists.
Xpidsnd.es of ergot poisoning hate been recorded a lace the

days of Galen (130-200 A.D.) sad of Caesar (B.C. 190-44).

from the

ninth to the thirteenth centories spideades sere frequent la franco,
and in the twelfth la Spain,
received special asses.

first they were called plagues and later

In 1596 Hesse and adjoining provinces were

-visited by the plague attributed to the presence of ergot In grain.

In 1723 the

Hag

of Prussia ordered as exchange of eoend rye for the

affected grain which caused an epidemic la Silesia.

ssesed to follow the rainy seasons.

These epidemics

After heavy fogs and Inundations

in Germany in 1906 sway cuttle and beanos were affected.

Farts of

this country. Mew fork la 1849 and leases Is 1884, had serious out-

breaks of this diseaae among their cattle.

The hay was found to con-

tain considerable quantities of wild rye which. In turn, contained
ten

3*
to twelve per cent ergot in some cases.
Brgot poisoning has bees given the nose of gfflUtaV

Eqeinee

are leee susceptible then berlaes. while ass Is act uncommonly afflicted

by eating bread of ergo Used groin.

In animals the poison is usually

quired i»

Mali

aseuats and manifests Itself la chronic fors.

Di-

gestive tract symptoms, such as saunas, vomiting, colic, diarrhea or
constipation are common.
nant animals.

Abortion is a frequent occurrence in preg-

In another font of ergotism the Central Bervous System

is overstlmulated and such syaptonss as contraction of the flexor ten-

dons of the limbs, anaesthesia of the extremities, masculsr trembling,

general tetanic spasms, convulsions, and delirium occur.

usually a result of secondary causes.

Death is

Gangrenous ergotism is attrib-

uted to degenerative changes in the Teasel walls and formation of
thrombi.

Dry gangrene of feet, tips of ears, or

Hp

of tall leads to

shedding of hair, loss of testa, and death from exhaustion.

In these

cases the cease should be restored and tannic aeid given as a chemical

antidote for neutralisation of vnabsorbed ergot.

Chloral is the phys-

iologic antidote.

The ergot fungus is commonly recognised on the young ovaries
of grasses, especially rye, projecting as

a dark

violet or blackish,

long, and often curved structure.

from the dried sclerotica: of ergot have been extracted

several satire principles .

alkaloids ergotoxin, C35

^

Chief among these are the crystalline

Og 85 (hydroergotimine or ergotamino),

pearaoxyphenylathylamine or tyramlne and histamine or laidasolylethylaraiae. 22

Esraexyphenyle thylamina is closely related to epinephrine,

both in composition and pharmacologic action.
It is the combined effect of the several active principles

of ergot which produce the desired effect of the drag.

The standard-

isation of this drag is brought about by the "cox-comb" method.

Ths

combs of white leghorn cocks are darkened by doses of ths extract corresponding to the seme doses of standard fluid extract. 84

^
Powerful tonic, sometimes tetanic contractions of the uterus,

are produced

"by

Contractions of ether involuntary muscles tract

ergot.

as those of the blood vessels, bladder, stenaeh, and intestines are

also produced,

Bxtr smo and long-continued contraction of the blood

vessels, especially of those of the extremities, aay cause gangrene.

&rgot also toads to slow the poise by stimulating the eardio- inhibiting center.
fhs chief use of ergot today is to prevent post-partum hunter
rhags.

A dose of 30 minims is administered intramuscularly after the

third stage of labor.

It is considered safe to give the drug after the

placenta has been expelled, but Its use during lobar should bo avoided,
as it may cause rupture of the uterus or asphyxia of the child*

fegot

is also used as a prophylactic for "after pains" or to prevent hemor-

rhage from the uterus in monorrhagia and metrorrhagia.

In 1935 a nee

alkaloid was isolated in pure form by four different investigators,

which they named ewmeamtrine. ergotoc ln. OHWbasftnc and erggstatrtfte.

Sow and Son-Official Bemsdies adopted the asms jnaiffrtno for this alkaloid.

Some of the newest trade preparations of ergot are jrflatla.

Brfnndln and Irgoclonin.

fhs fern Brvooterls fflMMTWI (Hani) Schott has been variously

known trader the names of Las tree, gsphrodSam and aspidlum.

Sryopteris

Itself comes from the Greek word meaning "oak"—probably called thus because it ie a wood few.

aspldiam, on the other head, mesas "email shield"

sad may refer to the shape of the indusium.
Shield *ern .

«8S& J&Eft or Male Fern.

Cemnos names of this fern are

The sale fern may be recognlxed by its lanceolate , tufted
f roads with one to three linear- lanceolate pinnae end oblong, very

obtuse pinnules, serrate at the apex and obscurely so at the sides.

To

distinguish it from Aspidiwn amrginalc , the eori are found nearer the

slave in than the nargia sad usually confined to the loser half of each
fertile pinnule. 17
In early aatuaa the fern is collected end the leases cut off,

leasing the stipee attached to the rhisoass.
rhiseue and the chaff are removed.

The dead portions of the

Usually ths drug consists of the

stipes only, which are separated froa the rhisoaes and from their peri-

dems. 32

Ths drag is carefully dried and preserved and should not be

used after losing its green color.
is contained in iapidiua.

JUicic said, net lose than 1.5$,

The drug also contains a light yellow, vola-

tile oil with an intense odor and an aroaatic, burning taste.

It con-

state of free butyric acid sad allied acids, hsatyl and ectyl esters of
the fatty

add

series.

A green fixed

oil is present which consists of

glyeerides of olsic, paladtio, carotin! c and fllaalnylie acids.

Tannin,

resin, an uacrystalllsahle sugar, starch, and ash are the other con54,
stituents of Aspidiaa.

for* at present.

This plant is rarely. If over, used in crude

The oleoresin is obtained by extracting with ether.

The oleoresin of Aspidium Is a teniae ids.

the common tapewors.

It Is used against

Before the drug is taken ths aliaentary tract is

emptied by a light diet or a twenty-four hour fast and adsdaistratten
of a online cathartic in the morning,

fhie ie done so that no food in

drug.
the intestine nay protect the worn free* the action of the

Ths

capsules, at fifdrag should bs given early in the aatnlng, in 6 grain

teen minute intervals until the full dose is taken.

To dtslodge the

mm
vom

while

WU

paralyaed

Md

»

has lost it. hold, the last dose should

umu,

and a aeltae
be followed by * Galons! purge, a saline laxatiwe

because they fearer
Castor oil or other fixed oil* should not he giroa

12
absorption of the active principle, f 11 loin.
untoward eymptossi except sows

MM

I»

Usually there are no
ebeorptiea occur* , wio-

purging, weakness,
lent eyraptoBBi of peieouing app*er~-weaAting and

any be followed by eolspaas, in the extremitie., convulsions, stupor
lapee and eoau.

fhere say bo disturbances of eight and hearing, or

there say be Jaundice and heasorrhagic nephritis.

The

fom

end suuaer

of elimination of this drug ie not known.

horse-tail le Sphedra.
The Sreek nans need by ftiay for the

usually with pale green,
plants are carious looking low ehrube,
thone of the horsetail.
a«a«rontly leafless, branchee each reeewbling
The loawe. are

cliebing.
They are oftarn nrecuabent and eowatinwe

distinct pair* or whorle.
adnata, ecale-like, sheathing, in

She flowora

uaually fer-dng pedanolod axillary
are dioocioue, i» ewall enente,

du.fr..

in
The fruit le usually a nutlet, but

of the enwat feecoae fleehy and

fom a

An alkaloid deriwed from

MM

epeeioa the

bwct.

4
red berry-like syncarp.

W*&* aBififilML.

cloaoly related

wore
leworatatory like ejAaephrine. but
structurally to epinephrine end

- hydroxy - bet. - wothyl - ***** - prowl.table, i. ephedri»e--(elpha
calorics, .olid
Wona). tphedrine occur, a. an unctuous, al«.t
that tend, to oryntalll«

gwdo and

« —lea.

The needl~

abow. 300*
the llouefled alkaloid boil.

-It

at S4-40» Centi-

C«tig«d..

It ie

Htl

This solution is strong-

soluble la alcohol, ohlorofora, ether and ««ter.

ly alkaline to litmus.

9

£phedrine is used in the form of the ealts

54
gphedrine ^droehlorlde and Iphedrina Sulphate.
<fA« aysipathstic

nervous system la excited by ephedrina and

effects similar to those of epinephrine are produced.

Xphedrlne also

exerts a direct depressant action en smooth cardiac muscle.

It produces

intravenousa rather lasting rise in Blood pressure, when injected either

ly or Intravascularly, due vainly te vasoconstriction.

Other effects are

On local application, it con-

mydriasis and dilatation of the bronchi.

reduces swelling of
tracts the capillaries te & moderate degree and thus
ja
ef the mucous membranes.
the turbinate bodies and diminishes hyperemia

In therapeutics, ephedrine

\j»

In oil Is applied locally to the

sncoue membranes in catarrhal conditions.

A 4$ solution

is used in oph-

eaeee of settee, especially asthma In chil-

thalmic examinations.

dren, are treated successfully with this drug.

Although It acts

lasting.
slowly than adrenalin, the effect is more

MM

Although It has neon

hemorrhage, 22
suggested for cases of shock, hypotension and

there are

value in these cases.
still conflicting opinions as to its reel

^jsjl

sjs

yellow, or Georgia pine.

in economic usefulness,

- toiler ic cenmonly called the long-leaved,
It rates naxt to anuj. StetfSI,**

»»*•

turpenthe bulk of our naval stores, such as

it; pine wool In made from
tine, tar. and pitch, are furnished by

He

distilled from the leawes -ad
leaves, and essential olio for medicine ere

young shoots,

one
the name pjOSfilia !• act an appropriate

for this

IX)

plant since it is seldom found in swamps or boggy place* and does not
4
grow favorably in such an euvironsent.
f^mte yfiyt^pi* is a large tree with thin-scaled Back, bearing very long leaves in three's.

Young specimens say have needles

parting » foot in length, surrounding in dense, graceful tufts

silvery buds at the tips of the branch®*.

big

ti-m

The flowers of pines are

monoecious, the female flower being axillary and with simple stroWll,

while the sole has ocapousd strobill.
seeds.

the mature eenes encloso winged

a rhombic tip on the thickened apiees of the scales is called
The eone* of Hnus nslustrls are large, with thick

the apophysis.

sales bearing

51
short, recurred spines.

for pleating north of 33°.

These pines are not adapted

They prefer the sandy eoil of soothers

United states. 4
of turpentine.
jpjgm pa|nat fiB Is the most Important source
|

Xft

f

volatile oil, and
this tree It amounts to 7©-80£ resin, 15-W*

plnene.

sapwood and
Turpentine is an eleoresln which is secreted in the

ths bsrk and wood in the
obtained by ssAtag triangular Incisions into

spring.

en the trunk, from
It flows into cavities made lower down

receptacles.
which it le dipped Into barrels or other

The product of

quality and le known as "virgin
ths first year's cutting is of superior

turpentine."

while the product
It yields about 15* oil of turpentine,

of the second or third year yields IQi.

The turpentine is first to

the cold, sticky, and more or
yellowish, spasms -aaaee. brittle in
shiny.

lew

is the hydrscsrbos, pinene.
Its most important constituent

sores In (or turpentine)
After the distillation of the crude ol
resin, or colophony .
there is found a residue called rosin.,

The resin

fragments, usually covered with
smmmsmg in ambsr-eolored. .harp, angular

Base 11

a yellowish duet.

It is hard, brittle, pulveriseale.

sains ax* a

class of substances which may he looked upon as final products of destructive metabolism.

They result

frorr

oxidation of oils and allied

products and usually accompany them; ms oleoresln.

Several kinds of

resins are recognised, depending on the nature and constitution of
84
their important constituents.

A

product obtained from the destructive distillation of

wood of yjnua polustrjs is tar.

The tarry liquid is separated from

the aqueous mixture consisting of wood naphtha and erode acetic acid,

far is a blackish-brown, viscid, semi fluid with a peculiar odor and
aromatic pungent taste.

Tar consists of a resinous substance with

which are admixed a small quantity of turpentine, acetic acid,
alcohol and various volatile cmpyreomatic substances,

-rethyl

On distillation,

i-noortant to
four distinct classes of products are obtained; the most

acetic acid,
medicine are an aqueous distillate, consisting chiefly of
distillate, conmethyl alcohol and acetone, and a heavy volatile oil
paraffin.
sisting of creosote oils, seen as phenol, oreeol, creosote,

32
far i, an irritant to the akin.

lor this reason it is

sedative to stimulatoften employed as first remedy in changing from

ing applications in dermatitie.

Since it is also antiseptic and

locally anesthetic, it ie used to treat pruritus.

Pine tar may be

form a tar ointment.
mixed with melted yellow wax and petrolatum to

in paoriaais and in ringThis ie need in scaly eruptions of the skin,

as it ie
The oil of turpentine, or "Spirits of Turpentine"

recently distilled
aometimee called, ie a volatile oil from oleoresln

fro* turpentine.

and expectoThis is used Internally ae en antieeptic

12
sant in bronchitis, as an anthelmintic, or a diuretic.
drug is utilised for ita coanterirritant action.

External ly, this

Tympanites amy be

relieved by the use of stupes containing turpentine applied over tha
Care mast be taken to teat the urine alter these stapes so am

abdomen.

to guard against cumulative action of the drag.

qjanamomom Campfaora (Liune) Nees and Sbenaaier cones from the
,

Islands of fbrmoaa and Japan.

Ctasphor Imports into the United States

uaually exceed three million pounds annually, a large oortion boing used
in the msmfaeture of celluloid and moving picture films; but artificial

now also an article of commerce.

ejtsphor is
.)rset

name.

ClnnamoaMJ ia an gMAHfl

Because of the feeling of warmth produced in the storaoh by

this irritant and because of its exciting action on the Central Nervous
system, camphor has long been used in the Seat as a stimulant and aphro-

disiac. 18

Clnnamomga Camnhora trees are stout, with base enlarged to

forty feet.

They have the attenuate leaves of the laurel family but

these leaves are not large or very thick.

They are ovate elliptic,

acuminate, pinkish on the young growths, sad a silvery blue color on
tiie

under surfaeeo of the older leaves, with a pair or more of strong

aide veins.

The buds are scaly, the flowers small and yellow in axil-

lary panicles, with a nombranaceous perianth.

These flower* are perfect,

?ith nine, or leee, perfect stamens in three unlike rows and a roe of
isaperfect ones.

nwnta.

The perianth is short-tubed wit

1

six nearly-eoual sag-

4
The fruit le a drupe the sise of a large pea.
These trees yield camphor, which occurs as a crystalline

tapes it in clefts of the stem, but also it occurs in larger ejuantitiee

ike> 13

dissolved in the volatile oil.

Km

latter exists to the greatest

test la the roots, and the least la the leasee sad teles.

Caaphor

arise* as a product of the oxidation of the volatile oil.

In the prep-

aration of cunssifn1 nl caaphor the tree is cut doen and the roots and

Lower portion of the trunk •objected to distillation.

This is usually

sKUwsTlshsfl In the winter time when the caaphor le deposited in great-

est SBMSntS.
The product which is distillsd consists of a granular and

light-reddish mass containing about 80* camphor and 20% volatile oil.
Formosa to
It is collected in assess canes or tabs end sent from
and America, whers it is refined by sablimation.

awepe

»sf ined camphor occars

five kilograms.
in eemmsree in large slabs weighing from one to

It is

granules, which are
composed of nearly-colorless , crystalline, shining

a whitish pewder, having
somewhat oily in appearance, brittle, aad farm
32
bitter, cooling taste.
a distinct penetrating odor and a pungent,
of a dextrorotatory modiChemically, camphor consists almost entirely

fication of a saturated Intone

C^gCC.

Camphor water is an aromatic

the volatile oily oasspbar in
water which is a aaturated solution of

distilled water.

impurities.
It is clear aad free from solid

camphor.
and taste is similar to that of

Its odor

It is made by placing the

still with sufficient distillsd
c4oriferous portion of the plant in a

excess of oil is separated,
Meet of the water is distillsd; the
64
preserved sad filtered wham meeeeeary.
and the clear aqueous portion
stimulant. Taksn in
Camphor is a Osntral nervous System

water.

convulsions, nreeeded by vertigo,
large do... it produce, epileptiform
become, rapid, feebl.. and running,
tinnitus aad delirium, the pulse

with sweat.
the Skin livid, cold, and covered

In small dosee camphor

circulatory
mentioned, eepaclally on the
hem the stimulant effect above

page 14

and respiratory tracts, giving a feeling of warmth to the stench end

oaklng the poise rapid sad strong.

For this reason it is considered

eaeful as a remedy in depression coming on in the course of status and

prolonged disease such as

;

When given hy

neuron i a and lyphoid fever.

hypodermic Injection it is given in oil, which makes it too sloe in

effect to meet urgent symptoms.

It is therefore more of a sustaining

agent than en active stimulant.

The solvent in this case is cotton-

seed oil and never liquid petrolatum, as the latter has often ceases
the development of fibrous tumors.

Camphor is also useful in hiccoughs,

old atonic eases of capillary bronchitis sad catarrh of the air passages.

Xa chronic nasal catarrh, spirits of eeiepns r may be inhaled to

21
stimulate secretions sad tone up the parts.

Csmphor may be used as

a carminative in dyspepsia sad intestinal flatulence.
recess

Externally, camphor is ased to stimulate the healing

of indolent sores and is a useful addition, la small amount, to precipitated calcium carbonate ss dusting powder in intertrigo.
is

Since It

a mild local eaalgesie, rubefacient, and counterirritant, camphor

is aaed in liniment for inflamed Joints fro* sprains or rheumatism.

Various species of ClnnsjHHwnMw trees indigenous to tropical
as sources of
Asia, where they are now extensively cultivated, are used

commercial cinnamon.

fffflifMi

Oanaaoa is obtained from

q.

*/slrUr»soo

lfa

.

Chiaaj
(Cassia- flower Tree) and other species cultivated in Cochin,

Cassia Cinnamon, yielded by

C. cassias-Blums

(Cassia-Berk Tree) is cul-

eaported
tivated In the southeastern provinces of the Chinese Impire and

by way of Calcutta; and Ceylon Cinnamon, collected from

C. flsrlaniees is
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Indigenous to and cultivated in Ceylon.

32

Cassia end cinnamon were

well known to the ancients, especially to the Israelites who used

4
for Incense on tbair altars.*
1770.
fg/gg begem about

thesi

lbs cultivation of Clnpssssjmwa ^SSOtStr

It was Hsroditus who gave the name TiTinssswwm

SI
*
to this plant, saying that it came from the Phoenicians.

Unlike the caasahor trees of the
ffsylanlimjn Winn Is

a swell tree

—only

criUanamon

family, S&S&SBSBSBL

twenty to thirty feet high*

Its

leaves are very stiff, ovate, glossy, three-to-five nerved, obtuse or
somewhat acuta , and reticulate on the under side.

The flowers, like

those of the camphor trees, are small, yellow-white and in loose, silky
clusters,

4
the fruits, too, ere small like those of the camphor plant.
The dried bark of the stems and the leaves of the various

specie* of ClnnamomuRi furnish the cinnamon of commerce.
ro

:

tic odor and aromatic, pungent taste.

brownish powder.

The bark

It Is ground into

iais

a

The meet Important constituent of cinnamon Is the

volatile oil, the Saigon being the most pungent and aromatic.

The oil

of cinnamon consists in large part of cinnandc aldehyde (not present

in the oil of the root bark) and other compounds, such as camohor, which
la present in the oil from the root bark; safrol, which Is found in the

leaves; and eugenel, which is found in both leaves and stem bark and

which gives the characteristic odor to Ceylon cinnamon.
In medicine, the Q)1

WWII—

i.T

riamsmnj

14

or 011_of ,C**sia as it is

called, a yellowish liquid with a characteristic odor and

spicy, burning taste, is used as an aromatic or caminative.
i?L.ter,

dnriamo*

a saturated solution of oil of cinnamon in distilled water. Is

largely used as a vehicle.
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^Odmphvlluv. coltatum-Llnn^has a long
araong

which are the following:

Hat

of essnwn names,

American nandrake. May Apple, Indian

Apt le. Bog Apple, Wild Lemon, Wild Jalap, Peca, Raccoon-Berry and

Soak's toot.

The name Podophyllum itself comae fro* anapodaphyllam

or deck* s-foot leaf because of the fanciful resemblance in the foli-

age.*

The medicinal virtues of Podophyllum were well known to

(she

Indian of Borth America and an early writer, Catesby , remarked that
the root was excellent emetic.

Cases of poisoning hare also been

reported. 37

Podophyllum pslla^ofl is a perennial herb with long.
roots tock and thick, fibrous leaves.

feet high.

«wpis«

It grows one to one and a half

The flower stem bears two five-to-three-lobsd leaves, each

lobe being two-deft, and one white, sweet-scented, nodding flower.
The flower has a calyx of six unequal sepals, a white corolla with six
to nine petals, and twelve to eighteen short stamens inserted below the

pistil.

The naay-eoo dod carpel ripens into a yellow, egg-shaped fruit

about two inches long with rather a mawkish taste. 36

This herb is

commonly found is rich woods and copses throughout eastern United States.

1st the drug trade, the rhisewss of Podophyllum are collected
late in the summer and, after the removal of the rootlets, they are dried.

Both the leaves sad the fruit contain a purgative resin similar to that
found in the rhisene.

The berry is generally considered to be edible

but several eases of poisoning from eating it have been recorded.

The

roots are externally dark brown, longitudinally wrinkled, or nearly
smooth, with irregular scars of bud scales, stem sears, and root scars.

Thsy are lemon-yellow internally with a bark one millimeter in thickness

and a large, whits pith.

A light brown powder with a pronounced and

Characteristic odor is made from them.

The chemical constituents of

.

iH&B 17

sjs^piyllura

;

re:

first

01'

—podoptyllotoxiii

principles

all, a resiu, consisting of two

paUNHMH

and picropodo phy1 1 in (an isoasr); a yellow

crystalline coloring principle; a green fixed oil; and podophyllic
acid.

—podophylloresin,

The rhizome also contains a purgative resin

considerable starch, and

main

the

iom

gallic acid. 32

of podophyllum, with a slight peculiar odor and

faintly hitter taste, is vary irritating to mucous msahranoi.

used as a cathartic chiefly in the for* of pills.
stimulates peristalsis by reflex action.
to treatment

with

assail doses.

It is

The irritation

Chronic constipation yields

Since this drug acts only after twelve

to twenty-four hours, it is given at hod time.

Colehlcna iwitnasiBla-Linne derives its name from Colchis, a
country in Asia Miner where the genus is most plentiful.
oofssoa names are

ftwa— saffron and Autumn

crocus.

Among its

This plant was

known to the ancients for its poisonous properties.
Colchicun antuaanale is an autumn flowering, bulbous herb,

with rosy-purple, sosetines pure white, crocus-like blossoms.

Tbn

stem rise* three to four foot high, the fairly large leaves are either

all radical or

by June,

(toe

sow

caul ins, appearing in early spring and dying down

to four or more flowers arise from each spathe.

These

are about four inches across, with veined, sic-parted perianth,, six

stamens inserted on the perianth, and a three-celled wany-ovaled
ovary.

While Europe and north Africa are the native lands of this

51
plant, it is eennanly found is Aneriean horticultural trade.

The corn of Colchicum autumnal e is collected in early summer
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before the flowering period, deprived of ite scaly n mnkf smnm coat,
out into transversa pieces, end dried at a temperature of

8^

Centigrade,

that are collected in the fell, either during the flowering

«r later, are considered to he more active.
characteristic odor sad a bitter acrid taste.

They hare a slight

They are composed mainly

of starch-bearing pojMMahjma and yield a light brown or grayish-bros*

powder with nunera» starch grains,

about .4 per cent of this is a

yellowish aswrpfceus alkaloid, colchicine, the active principle of this
:•

The dried ripe seeds of this plant are used in medicine also,

^hage are very bard when dry and tough when dsorp, nearly inodorous,

with a feeble, hitter, somewhat acrid taste.

The seeds contain about

oolchiresln. 34
.6 per cent colchicine and a resinous principle,

Colchicine, the alkaloid derived fro?? the seede and coma,

looseness of
produces marked irritation of the intestines, loading to

bonele with much pain end watery stools.
enteritis and collapse.

This amy result in sewers

It also produces irritation of the kidney

which may lead to nephritis.

It has narcotic properties, however, which

antineuralgic and analaccount for its use in very small doses as an

gesic

it controls
Some consider it as a specific for gout because

but opinions differ
pain and eats short the attack in many instances,
on this point.

solution, is
The tincture of colchlcttm. an alcoholic

until nausea or slight
employed for acute gout and given In small doses
21
purging is induced.
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Alas flWTTl-Batair was known to the flw«la la the Fourth
Century S. C.
ftlttftfrfraa

n*

It can* from the island of

sages, or

«—

>

Aloe*.

Smtn and was

called

All through the Kiddle ages it

esteemed aa a marvelous remedy, being one of the constituents

of foaetian treade > 51

Aloe

U

the Latinised form of an Arabic name.

Aloe vera-Lirme gives ua "Serbedoee Aloee."
Alee Tare has stems one to one and a half feet high, sah>
erect or spread leg leaves, gradually narrowed from the base.

Abbs'

as* large, pole. Irregularly white-blotched and narrow wnsu young*
ffcey

haws pale prickles on their repand margins.

The inflorescences

ere two to three feet high, the yellow flowers an inch long with
segments about equaling the oblong tube.

Alee Burnt has pale green,

somewhat striata, but not mettled, leaves with rather eloae brown*

tipped prickles on their margins. 4

Che leawea of the Aloe plant are cut transversely and the
Juice which exudes is allowed to evaporate spontaneously, it being
usually, however, concentrated by boiling and then poured into boxes
ear

gourds, and occasionally it is found In commerce enclosed in

monkey skins,

ffhen

fresh, it has as imp! eeesiit odor, but en heaping,

envelope an odor resembling myrrh and saffron.

lea brown.

She pewder is yellow

Aloes contains a crystalline bitter principle, aloin, which

in supposed to occur in largest amount in old Aloes; emodin, a pale

yellow volatile oil which is not identical in the different varieties

giving them characteristic odors; and resinous material which consists

mainly of a reeinotann&l ester of ciimaaie acid.

Ale in la a neutral

principle which, on distillation with sine dust, yields anthracene, 21
Aloes acts very slowly, requiring several hours tor its

influence to be manifested unless the dose is toxic in amount.

Its

chief influence is on the lower bowel, producing watery etools if the

—10 to 20 grains— but

doss Is quite large

thick and pultflosses ones

otherwise.

Aloe* should be used only when a somewhat slow stimlant to
peristaltic aoreneet is desired, sad never when the object of the

physician is to relieve congestion by depletion through the intestine.
It is a far ©rite remedy la case of subacute or chronic constipation,

but is distinctly harmful if continued for any length of time, as it
ssjssss

Owing to Its bitter properties,

to produce atony of the bowel.

it sets as a tonic to the stonash and is of tan given with iron.

If

given alone, sloes is vary apt to produce griping, sad it should
always V* aenbined with other drugs whose tendency is to prevent

—a favorite preparation being Moss,

intestinal spasm

Strychnine and

fas Sanskrit asms of the sugar cane was lkahn. ikshura or
ikah&va; but sugar itsslf was called aawJaena or

fkkara and all its

aaaes in our European languages of Aryan origin, beginning with the
ancient ©nes, are clearly derived from this.

BgabBgn, from which we derived

r

niTiafsssi

The Qreak aaas was

efflcinarunwLlnna .

Ibis

is an indication of Asiatic origin of the ancient asa of augar in

the southern regions of Asia with which the Seaskrit^psaking nations
assy hags*

had

—si nisi

dealings.

She fThlasse wars not acquainted

with the sugar-can* at a vary remote period until they received it
froc the west.

It appears to have fcsea

by anthers of the Second Century B. C.

aaatlsaad for the first tfa*
The propagation of the sugar*-

^
mm

om from tail* westward
Tlplil idea ef the
fles

Mbt

read

1b w*11 known.

aal—as which

The Owet Bsmsn norld had

21

a

the Indiana delighted to eh**,

md

la the middle ago* introduced it Into 3gy?t, Sicily,

the south of Spain, where it flourished until the abundance of sugar

la the colonies sensed it to he abandoned.

officinal— Is a tell grass, eight to twenty feet,
with a stout culm, one to two inches thick, and ample panicle a.

fhe

branches are many-Jointed and the spikelett small, slender, and oneflowered, surrounded by long, silky hairs.

The spikes are awnless.

a

Different cultured varieties are distinguished by the color and

height system.
Soger or Sucrose is distilled from the Juice of this plant.
It is white, dry, hard, in distinctly crystalline granules, and odor-

The chemical formula is O12H22P11.

less, with a purely sweet taste.

54
Sucrose is very soluble in water sad slightly soluble in alcohol.
Thie drug is used mainly

r.B

a veidcle.

concentrated sugar solutions are fairly stable.
prone to undergo fermentation.

Properly prepared,
Dilute solutions are

—tact

Because sucrose is a dewalcent

is, it forma a protective coating over parte of the body, especially

gasaa nvembr«nes,

><nd

prevents

Wm

from being irritated— sj 0*1 it

used la solutions for throat irrigations in cases of tonsillitis or
septic sore throat.

Simple sugars are given Intravenously after

operations to supply lacking fluid and provide nourishment.

3ag&r

Is used by Diabetic patients to counteract an overdose of insulin

sad thus prevent hypoglycemia or Insulin Shock.
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|HH
Linne

is sa old Greek name for scene comwoa cereal.

WBBr

has been long cultivated by the Indians sad whit* asa of North

ilsnrlm so that Is the course of tiaw many
is difficult to trace the origin.

form

here arissa sad it

It is said to hare originated as

a

hybrid between teoslnte , a native Mexican grass, sad some unknown grass.

Kortb lasili

ii

produces about four times sa aoch corn as the rest of

37
the world.
jjea

is the moat highly crolred of grasses.

It has one fer-

tile floret and one abort ire one, shoeing that it was at one

eeapound spikelet. 81
asaoeelous.

tiase

a

This pleat has unisexual spikelete but is

The etaadnate spikelete are tee-flowered.

These flowers

are arranged in the terminal branehss of a teraiaal panicle in pairs,
one sessile and the other pedicellate.

The pistillate ones are one-

flowered, sessile, sad crowded in eeweral rows along the sa*eh-tbickened

continuous axis arising frea the lower leaf-axil and closely enveloped

by numerous large follaceous bracts.

There are four awnless glumes;

these of standnate eplkelet acute, those of the pistillate very broad

sad obtoae or enarginate.

The grain is hard and only partially en-

37
closed by the fruiting glusies.

This well-known, tall, striking

staasinate
annual grass has erect stews and broad leaves; the terminate,

inflorescence forme the "spindle", and the long, projecting styles of
the pistillate flowers constitute the "silk."

The cob is forced by the

body.
union of the axes of several female spikes into a such thickened

Corn starch is aads frea the grains of the corn.

In its

water
preparation tbs grains are softened by being ptaasd in running
care besad kept at a temperature of 60° Centigrade for several days,

ing taken to prevent any fermentation.

The grains are then o rushed

between brimstones and the paste carried by aesas of water to large

m

jp

3

sieves, the strained magna, then being reground and serried to sieves

The milky-fluid containing the starch is them

made of bolting cloth.

run into settling rats, the starch separating oat.
tiien

The starch is

freed from oil, albuminoids, and other substances by treating it

with a 15£ solution of caustic soda.

The supernatant liouid is re-

mowed and the starch washed with water to r am ose all traces of alkali,
ffee

starchy mixture Is allowed to stand until the starch separates

oat, which le dried.

Cornstarch occurs as a fine, somewhat cream

colored, mobile powder, which is practically free from cohering particles. 45
jjpylum. as cornstarch is officially called, Is used dry in

dusting powders or drying powders or as a dllutent for active substances.

It may be boiled In water to form a thin paste which Is

— that

used as a demulcent

Is, to form a protect ire coating over skin

or mucous membrane surfaces by mechanically cohering to them.

It is

used thus in cases of colitis where the lower bowel is Inflamed and

may be soothed or protected by starch enemas.

It Is used in skin
Starch,

diseases in the form of starch baths to sooths the itching.
too. Is the antidote for iodine poisoning.

asttarla

Cerilssiiwin Hi it on is

a South Indies pleat.

seeds ere aromatic and hare been used from ancient tines.

Valerius

Cordus distilled cardamon oil.

7ns

In 1542

Bombay «hipe 100,000 kilo-

4
grams of cardamon seed to London yearly.

jattarla

fflas

1—i—

grows fire to tea feet high, bearing

24

* moving, Jointed, closely-sheathed stem with
inate, entire,

marly sessile leaves, often

horizontal rhizomatous roots tock.

obi ong-1 anceolate acum-

two feet long.

It bee

a

The flowers are purr>le-striped with

elender tube-like perianths end f 11 counts not prolonged beyond the
anther.

The fruits are oblong or nearly globular eapsules with many

thin, vertical ribs and are indshi scent.

angled.

The seeds are snail and

These plants are said to prefer the moist soil and the shade*

The true eardanons of cotfmorcc are the dry capsules which
are used in medicine.

The fruit is gathered in antnma

Usher

tim

entire spike, when seme of the fruits hare matured, or the full-grown
fruits are cut from the rachis in succession as they ripen.

They are

bleached by exposure to the sun, sometimes sulphurous acid or steam being also used.
natter.

After this they are dried end freed from extraneous

Seeds which hare been discharged

frorr

Inferior to those which hare been retained.

their capsules arm

Cardamon seed contains a

volatile oil with a penetrating but agreeable eemphoroeeous, burning
taste, a fixed oil, starch, some calcium oxalate, and ash.

carp contains about .3$ of a volatile oil.

The peri-

Cardamon is frequently

prepared in the form of a tincture with einnaswn and caraway in diluted

alcohol.*9
In the form of a composite tincture, cardamon is need as an

arosmtic vehicle.

Because the volatile oils cease reflex stimulation

of the muscles and glands of various organs by irritating their hmcous
12
membrane linings, cardamon makes a good stomachic and carminative***
Indigenous to the tropics of the eastern hemisphere, es-

pecially those countries bordering on the Indian Ocean and the Malay
Islands, is another plant of the

fllWlffifffflUPHf

Js^JZ~M3ElS2E

.

IP
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omelnelo-lteocoe
These pleat* ere perennial herbe characterised by their leag

or tuberous rhizome* end strongly thickened roots.

The leaves

li^ceolfite and ligulate at the basal portion of the petiole.

_re

Ti«y

usually contain a volatile oil which is colored by a yellow coloring
principle, curcumln, this being found in special secretion cells, which

oaewlmi resemble surrounding parenchyma. 32
The rhiaomee of these plants are collected between Dseesfcer

They are cleaned by washing, pealed, again washed with

and March.

water, some time* containing the Juice of the lime fruit, and dried in

That* are several kinds of drag, depending on the manner of

the sun.

treatment.

That from Africa has the periderm removed from the verti-

cal Sides only and is known as "coated ginger"; in the Jamaican variety
the periderm ie completely removed end the product known as "peeled*

ginger or "uneoated" or "scraped" ginger.

The latter is sometimes

steeped in milk of line to protect it against attacks by insects.

The

Jsjsaicen variety has a very delicate arena .

A light yellow powder

ie made fron- these rhi somes containing

a volatile oil consisting chiefly of a sesquiterpene, some dextrecaaphene, and phellandrene, also a color less, viscid principle, gingerol,

which has the pungent taste of the drug. 32
The Jamaica ginger is occasionally administered in powder for*

m a carminative
tonic.

in colic or as an aromatic

ml

stimulating et erase: do

Its action ie essentially the same as that of cardaaon and other

volatile oils*

tsgtttST.

somn^crvnt-L lime is the old Latin

mm of

the plant

which constitutes the source of that group of drugs popularly knows
at

The

Opiates.

41

This includes the derivatives of opium, such as

gum opium, morohine, codeine, heroin, etc.
all of their own in medicine.
o callous

The opiates occupy a place

Sydenham says "without opiuw few could

enough to practice therapeutics.

The old Egyptians knew

I

Because of the fact that it was cultivated in Thebes, the

the drug.

Bene "Tincture thehaice" still persists as the nave of one of the
Ok ins derivatives.

Ada

Minor sew the evolution of the opine peppy.

It was used in the east for thousands of years, then, following the

migration of the races, it extended from Asia Minor to Persia and then
The chief markets of

Later on it was taken up by the Chinese*

India.

opiuc arc Turkey, Asia Minor, India end %ypt.

Smyrna opium is con-

sidered the best, although good opium has been grown in the United
It was left to frledrich Sertnerner, a Oerman pharmacist, to

States.

—morphias.

first isolate the chief active principle of orium

did in 1804 in

Ms

This he

15
little store on Langebruecke Street in Germany.

The Garden floppy or Opium ffrppy is an annual of tall, state-

ly ambit.

Its flowers are the largest of practically any annual species.

The petals are orbiculate, entire, undulate or cut, white through pink,

red or purple.

There are usually two fugacious sepals and four petals.

There are away stamens sad a assay-carpel led superior ovary with a shield-

Shaped stigma.
the top.

The fruit is a globose capsule which opens by pores at

This herb is recognised at once by the glaucous baa of its

37
large, oblong, wavy, lobed or toothed, clasping leaves.
The capsule of the opixm? poppy is full of sticky, milky Juice
isssslil

liijj.

the lipoid from common silk weed.

The Juice appears when

.

Sage 27

the petals are Just beginning to expand.

Incisions? are made Into the

capsules and the Juice oostes out, spreads over the surface, and coagulates.

Zt turns dark Drown, is ec raped off sad collected into masses

the else of a cannon bell.

This is the crude opium or gun on turn which

is used In each common drug preparations as 1 madams (deodorised tinc-

ture of opium) and paregoric

(

camphorated tincture of opiua)

Crude opium is Bade up of a large number of alkaloids.

The

principle ones of these and their approximate amounts are:

HcrpMno

10£
Fapsverln 1%
Codeine
.5$
djfe
iarcotin

The narcotic action of these drugs is moat striking in the

first end becomes progressively less until it is scarcely observed in
thebaioe, which acts more like the drug, strychnine, in stimulating

Opium also contains acids such an meconic, lactic, and

reflexes.

Morphine and codeine are

sulphuric; gums, sugars, albumins end wax.

extracted from opium by the chemist.

brown color.

Crude morphine has

a grayish

After being dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid and

treated with decolorising agents, fluffy shite crystals of msrph ne

sulphate are obtained.
the else of

These are prepared for market in little cubes

a lump of sugar.

Later tablets are prepared; these for

hypodermic use, and triturates, the exclpient usually lactose.
composition of morphine is

C^B^lOg / %0

less with no odor but a bitter teste.

in alcohol.

.

The

The crystals are color-

They are practically insoluble

Morphine has an advantage over opium in that its compo-

sition does not vary. 18
Ill" j hi

exerts its chief actions en the Central Kervous
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Mfcecm, the respiratory center, and the gastro-lnteatim l tract.

la

the Central Nervous System the higher cortical centers are depressed—

especially the powers of concentration, coordination, and stagnation.

After this the receptive faculties are lowered, especially the appreciation of pain; and finally the entire system is depressed, hat spinal
activity is slightly augmented.

On the respiratory center in the

medulla morphine has a depressant effect. Baking breathing slower end
Morphine slows peristalsis, induces constipation, decreases

shallower.

intestinal secretion, and lessen* the sensation of hunger in the

gaetro- intestinal tract, hut opium has a more marked effect on
talcia.

--eris-

Morphine is absorbed If the blood vessels and excreted for the

most part into the stomach, where it is sometimes reabsorbed, and out

through the intestines.

While a therapeutic dose of morphine causes

slightly contracted pupils, slowed respirations, lessened voluntary
Bjjfsju— tw. lack of attention, drowsiness, and a more or less deep sleep,

with toxic donee the pupils become "pin-point," the respirations extremely dev. the face eyenoeed, sad the patient gees into a deep,
torpor-like sleep.

This condition should be treated at once by caffeine

cad other respiratory stimulants and a lavage.

If it is act relieved,

12
the patient dies of respiratory failure.

piSMim of those actions of morphine described above,

it is

case
used to relieve severe pain which is not chronic, since in that

morphine is habit forming.

If i» used for insomnia, but only when the

sleeplessness is due to pain.

Morphine bee a peculiar usefulness la

treating inflammation of serous membranes which is not thoroughly
understood.

enough to
In these cases the patient should receive only

enable to answer
take the edge off the pain but not enough to make htm
gnestlcns. 18

opium is used to cheek peristalsis in certain cases

iMJP

dm treble

where it is

Before operations, morphine is commonly used to proms do

other anaesthetic,
iiftl imparl

to keep the perineum aseptic or the lover bowel

Codeine is used in preparations of cough syrups to lessen

undisturbed.
soughing.

'39

the

finally, morphine is permissible in old sge and

phthisis to smooth out the remaining years of life.
Besides the morphine, codeine, end opium preparations mentioned,

there is the drug apomorphine, an artificial derivative of morohine

0m

made by MBMJ

ThU

a molecule of wetter with certain dehydrating agents*

eheagee the physiologic action of the drug, giving it a stimulat-

ing effect on the medulla, especially the voadting center.

amy he smed to produce quick vomiting in ease of emergency.

Hence, it
IftasttrpbAac

acetic
or he roins is a derivative of morphine obtained by introducing

acid into the morphine molecule to make dlaeetyl morprdne,.

It is used

the nasal and
in cough mixtures, in asthma cures, and for diseases of

bronchial tracts.

(Idane) Cos eon is known by the

Indian Mustard or Chinese Mustard.

Has*

Muetard.

cabbage.

Brassies llgra (Linn*) Koch is the
ft' oai

The same &»M*ffl6

»M

tb* *****

^a«

but it was
The ancients knew 1. Migra as a medicinal agent

not used as a condiment until

seemwfcr.t

Tore modern timss.

These plants

are natives of Strops sad Asia.

Brassies Ju&SSft *• *

«*

eoerse greser, la the cosmen

early.
forms making great tufts of root leaves if sown

glabrous and somewhat glaucous.

It is nearly

The pedicels are slender and spread-

Rasa,

lag, the pod long, slander, and tapering to & seedless beak.

nigra, the black mustard, la hirsute.

erect pedicels which are oppressed.

with a slender beak.

M

Brassica

Its pods are short en short,

The four-cornered pods are tipped

This plant is a tall (two to fire feet high),

coarse, such-branched annuel.*'

The ground, dried, ripe, black or reddish-brown seeds of

Brassica nigra constitute commercial aaxstard, though oil is extracted
Irons

the seeds of many species.

The endosperm and embryo contain fixed

oil and oleurone grains and make up most of the drug.

Ground Black

i&tstard or Black Mustard flour is usually prepared from the cake which

has been deprived of the hulls and part of the oil.

It is customary to

mix some white mustard with black mustard, it being supposed that the
assess of the ferment in B. alba will change the unconverted glueoaids
It is likely, however, that the enhanced

into volatile oil of mustard.

quality of the product is due to the pungent and non-volatile character
of the oil la white aaxstard.

Mustard paste Is sometimes adulterated with

starches.

Sleek mustard contains 3D to 35$ fixed oil, a ferment, eyres in,

and a glucoside, oinlgrln (potassium myronate) which is present to the
extent of about l£ and on interaction with the myrosin yields a light

yellow volatile

oil—the volatile

oil of mustard.

It is this oil which

32
gives to mustard its acrid, burning teste and pungent odor.

Hustard is extensively used as a counterlrritant.

Toe volatile

oil Is employed in rubefacient liniments up to 3^ or the mustard may be

mixed with flour and spread on thick paper or cotton cloth in the form
of a poultice or mustard paste.

Counterlrritants redden the skin by

irritating the sensory nerves, thus dilating the superficial blood ves

eels by simple reflex action.

By simple reflex mustard say cause

itege

vomiting and is considered a good emetic.

31

The action of counter-

irritant* may extend farther and stimulate the vasomotor center, thus

causing a sensation of warmth in distant ports of the body.

It is

because of this action that wsjw mustard foot Oaths are used to counteract the ef foots of a chill,

finally, their action nay he referred to

ether parts of the body than that to which they are applied.

This is

•ailed "referred pain 9 or *head»s areas" and is thought to be sansifl

by the stimulation of certain segments of the spim.1 cord.*&

,

because

of this principle, a Bustard paste on the chest is considered effective
in case of chest cold or a mustard plaster on the abdomen used to

relieve see in the intestines.

fNwftpBBSB Cacao-Llime is the botanical name of the cocoa

pi -int.

The word theobroma comes from Greek—meaning •food ef the

Sods."

In 1519 the Spaniards found chocolate In comnon use in South
The Astec believed that

America both as a confection and a beverage.

their ancestors received the seed of the chocolate tree from Que t salcoat 1 and need the beams for many purposes.

origin—fro* chocalatl or cacahuatl.
a Cold cup end

Chocolate is of Mexican

Hontexuma drank chocolate from

is said to have had fifty Jars for daily consumption.

Cortes introduced It into Spain in 1629 where it was at first con-

sidered a great luxury.

In 1770 the first factory for the aejejf&cture

of cocoa was established in the United States.

In 1921 the United

51
States imported three hundred million pounds of crude cocoa.

Theobroma Cacao is a wide-branching, evergreen tree, twenty
to twenty-five feet high.

It has pubescent twigs end alternate oblong-

ffcge

32

aval, or elliptic-oblong, entire, short petioled leave* with blades

about six inches long, rounded at the base and sharply acuminate at
the apex.

The leaves have strong midribs and paired, or aomswhat

alternate, arching side veins.

The flowers are smell, growing in

fascicles directly on the old wood of the trunk or main branches.

They have a rose-colored calyx with acuminate segments and a yellow,
ieh long-petaled corolla.
expanded blades.

or brown "pods

1*

The petals consist of stalk-like claws sad

The fruits are one-inch-long red, yellow, purplish

with about ten ribs.

They have a chick, hard, leathery

rind aad five cells, each con talcing a row of five to twelve "beans*
embedded in white or pinkish acid palp.

Hat

These "beans

which are

brownish or purple, constitute the commercial cacao, from which

the products are manufactured.

The bitter principle is the raw product is Tore or leas

destroyed by the process of fermentation to which the seeds are sub-

jected la preparing them for use.
developed.

At the same time ax aroma is

In the roasting of the seed, which is the next stop, the

sssd coat is more readily detachable and the embryo more easily broken
into smaller fragments.

3? a process of winnowing, the seed-coat is

se iterated end constitutes what Is known in commerce as cocoa shells.

The broken embryo constitutes the product known as cocoa nibs or
cracked cocoa*

Plain chocolate or cocoa mass is obtained by grinding

the broken cotyledons (cocoa nibs) in a mill and separating the peaty

mass, which is moulded into forms that weigh a pound.

Cocoa ie plain

chocolate from which a part of the fat (cocoa batter) has been removed,

the resulting product being then powdered.

The powder is reddish-

brown, consisting chiefly of protein grains, oil, and standi grains.

T3*»

seeds contain a fixed oil known as cocoa tatter

^bromatls).

fl

(

caffeine, sugar . and a stroll amount of tannin.

gleuy

i

The red

color of the need la known as cacao-red and is formed by the action of
a

ferment on a glueoslde. 32

Cocoa butter is chiefly used in making suppositories,
ti ros it is

;ome-

used as a lubricant in massage or in covering sore ninples.

—dime thy

Theobromine , 3 , 7

a base occurring in the plant and

lxstnt nine ,

also made synthetically, is closely related to caffeine, 1,3,7— tri-

amthylxan thine.

It has an effect similar to that of caffsine on the

kidneys and heart but it has a leeeer effect on the Central Bervous
Liystem,
l.<ce it

which aakee it preferable as a diuretic in all forms of dropsy.
is very

slightly soluble in eater, it ie usually used in the

font of Theobromine sodloeal icy late.

Theophylline, another dimethyl-

xanthine, has a diuretic action similar to caffeine sad theobromine, but
is more act ire and often effective when the others are not.

However,

this effect is not as lasting, so that it is advisable to replace it by

theobromine in two or three days.

These drugs are said to produce their

effects by stimulating the heart, thus increasing the general circulation of blood through the kidneys, with consequent greater elimination
of waste products.

CUrus
froir

18

afursntlua, the tnare of the orange plant, was derived

the ancient name of a fragrant African wood.

to Arabia fror India in the ninth century,

The orange was brought

from here the Moors took it

swit An the tuelf tii century wnere it was cultivated.

In 1890 there «**

•••:e

a shipment of oranges from Spain to Sngland.

N

It Is not certain how

the oranges first same to America, bat they sere probably introduced

by the Spaniards sad spread quickly in the south.

Orange culture

reached its highest development in southern California.

The iSevilla

orange, or the sour variety, is grown in large quantities in Seville,
3;<:in, end

shipped to Sogland end Scotland to make orange marmalade,

— oil

the petals yield valuable perfume

en

> ranee and the Italian Biviera.

—produced

of -erol 1

in south-

There are many varieties of

sweet orange, C. aurantiuaa var. sinensis. 51
The sour or Seville orange has winged petioles and erenate

leaves with obvious Joints between the blade and the petiole.

The

flowers are medium sized, axillary, single or clustered, white in the
best

with very fragrant white petals.

There are twenty to twenty-four

stsaasM and a globular ovary, sharply delimited from the decidoos
style.

The fruit is globose, slightly flattened at the top with a

hollow core, acid palp, end bitter membranes when ripe.
are flattened and white inside.

The seeds

This plant is a medium sized tree

with rounded top and regular branches with long, blunt, and flexible
•pines.

The leaves are light green when

oung. with a tapering, some*

what wedge-shaped bass, end more or less acuminate at the tip, and

with broadly winged petioles.

The sweet orange has leaves which are

rounded at the base, pointed at the apex, and have narrowly winged
The fruits have solid piths, sweet palp, and a membrane

petioles.

which is not bitter in taste.
the sour.

The sweet orange is not as hardy as

4
The outer layer of the rind of the fresh fruit of Citrus

aurantins) is the part usually employed in medicine.

orange the rind is removed before the fruit is rips.

In the bitter
It is

re—wed

from the fruit by grating or paring and consists of epidermal ©oils,
the thick-wall©''

arenchyma cells of the sareooaxp with schieolyoigenous

oil cavities and globules of volatile oil.

and the taste pungently arorontic.
it.

The odor is highly fragrant

A light brown powder may he mode from

The volatile oil is obtained by expressing it froa the fresh peel.

Zt consists of shout 90$ d-limoneae and 5£ citrol, citronellal an

methyl ester of anthranylic acid.

the

The soar orange also contains bitter

principles, mainly glycosides.

The fresh orange flowers are distilled with water and the
clear, saturated portion of the distillate containing the odoriferous
49
princirles of the flowers is also used in rsedicine.

The orange Is frequently used as a flavoring substance or a

vehicle la medicine, but the chief contribution of the orange is the
antiscorbutic vitamin C obtained from its Juice.

Orange Juice say be

subjected for four hours under high vacuus to a temperature of from

40 to 45° Centigrade (104-113° Fahrenheit) and still retain Its vitamin
Dried—orange Juice also retains almost all of its antiscor-

C content.

butic value.

The vitamin C content of citrus fruits does not vary in

potency according to acidity.*

Citrus aedica var.

Umosum (llsso) Hooker filius

one of the citrus fruits commonly used in medicine,

Is another

fledlca gets its

name from the Greek Media whence it was derived, while lemon la of
Arabic origin.

It was probably introduced hy the 'oors who carried It

81
to Palestine about the tenth centos**.

This plant is cultured on a

large scale in the Mediterranean region, especially Sicily.

The lemon is a

mall

tree with long Irregular branches end

short, "tout and stiff thorn*.

ovet* end pointed at the tip.

The leaves are pale green, elongated-

The petioles ere wingless, but codettas*

narrowly margined, ana articulated both with the

Made

and the twig.

The rather lass* flowers are colliery or In email clusters in the axils

of the leaves.
purr Is below.

They have petals which are white above and reddish
The 1 omen-yellow fruits are oval or oblong with an apical

papilla and a prominently glandular dotted peel, often more or less
rough and moderately thick.

They have very abundant, very

add

pulp and

usually a few small whits seeds. 4
The fruits are gathered Just before they ripen, while still

Team, and are ripened la curing houses where the temperature and humid*
ity are artificially controlled.

Citric acid is found in the fruits of

lemons as well as other members of the Genus Citrus.

of lesions is one of the terpens Cjo^g.

The essential oil

The outer yellow layer of the

rind is removed by grating or paring like that of the orange and used
in lite manner.

The volatile oil obtained by expression from fresh

lemon pssl consists of 9C# d-limonene; 7 to lOi antral, which is the
0"
moat important constituent, and other constituents.

Citric acid, a tribes 1c organic acid, is used to produce

acid flavor and used in ef fervescent drinks.

It is oxidised in the

body to carbonic acid which dees not act as an acid on tissues.
..ysid

sat

12
is aot a substitute for lemon juice as an antiscorbutic.

This

PJ^ocarpus is derived

frorr

the Greek plloe. a cap, sad gar rot ,

fruit, because of the chape of the fruit.

This Genus is native to

Tropical America, principally Brazil, but has been introduced into

California* 14

mocarpus

The

.

sps. are shrubs or small trees, sometimes

attaining a height of ten feet.
ci one to

but the

Txie

leaves

;

four pairs, and a terminal leaflet.

1 eaves

are usually alternate,

re pinnately comxrund,

The leaflets are opposite

the flowers are in elongated

racerres with four to five petals, four to five stamens and a four-to-

fiVe lobed ovary,

Pilocarpus qlnnatifoltus-Lem has glabrous or puber-

ulent braachlets with leaves about one and one-half feet long and leaflets
three to nine inches long*

reddish-brown flowers,

It has spike-like

r

ce<r«s

with about 100

the rachis is stout, the pedicels stout, and

there are two small, greenish tooth-shaped bracts at their bases.
P. Jaborand 1- Hoi t»s has short leaves and leaflets, stiffly pubescent

branehlets and

steers and

openly flowered racemes with slender rachis

and pedicels, and two inconspicuous bractioles above the middle of the
flower pedicels. 4
the leaflets of the various species of Pi 1 ocarinas are used
in medicine.

A dark green or greenish-brown powder

is made from them,

the plant contains pilocarpine, an alkaloid which occurs as a colorless,
syrupy liquid, but forms well-defined crystalline salts.

Pilocar ine

is decomposed by heat or alkalies and yields an i sot eric substance,

ieopilocarplne, which is en oily compound end is usually present in the

commercial nitrate of pilocarpine.

The alkaloid, pilocarpidiae, has

been obtained from the mother liquors, after the crystallisation of
pilocarpine, ae syrupy substance forming a crystalline nitrate and resem32
bling somewhat pilocarpine in its physiological action.

Pilocarpus stimulates the «adln^» of the parasympathetic
nerves.

It increases the secretion of salivary, mucous and sweat

glands.

It stimulates the unstriated muscles of the body generally,

including the motor systems of the intestines and Bronchi.
are contracted

an»l

The pupils

the muscles of accomodation undergo a spas-

ocular tension is reduced. 8

t

while

Pilocarpine is administered internally

chiefly for its diaphoretic e ffect , especially in cases of Hepbritls.
It may also be of service in certain diseases of the skin.

In doaea

Just large enough to produce free diaphoresis, it sometimes relieves itch-

ing in generalized acute eczema, urticaria and pruritus.

In diseases

of the sye, such as glaucoma and corneal ulcer, pilocarpine is a

lied

locally as a mask miotic.

The source of Myrrh is the Oomalphora
l"he

'-.'ofrrha

(Hess) Sal 11 on.

Greek word for perfume mas the origin of the word Myrrhs . **
.

The

yrrh Jgscilx or Burssraceae

j^

internal secretory system.

fire

distinguished for their

Sehisolysigenous balsam canals or gum-

reeinoua canals occur within the peri cycle, also in the secondary

cortex and medullary rays and occasionally in the primary cortex and
pith.
age.

The epidermal layers in the leasee is usually modified to rmcil-

These are mostly tropical trees and shrubs having alternate com-

pound leaves and small flosers formed in racemes. 4
The dried gum-resin which exudes naturally from incisions

made in the green bark of the stems is myrrh resin.

It is first of &

yellowish color, but upon hardening becomes darker and is collected.
The pieces have a balsamic odor and aromatic, bitter, acrid taste.

A

yellowish, rather thick, volatile oil with the characteristic

ofl.ro

of

myrrh, resin, gum, a bitter principle, and a»h for* the constituents.
£he volatile oil of myrrh consist* of cuminol (about li), euganol,

meta-cresol

,

pinene, li=ronene, dipentene and two sesouiterpsaas.

Tns

acidity of the old oil is due to free acetic, myrrhollc nnd oomrciphorinic aoids.^*
The gum-resin of myrrh is used as
in connection with aloe.

Txxe

a carminative, especially

to the irritating quality of the volatile

oil contained therein on the mucous membranes, the muscles of the

intestines are stimulated by reflex action to contract.

For this sane

reason myrrh in the form of a tincture containing alcohol is used as

an astringent mouth wash for spongy gams end as a gargle for a relaxed
throat*

Brythoxylon Coca- .V>nv rck. the source of the important drag,
cocaine, comes from the Greek—meaalng red weod which is characteristic

of some species.

The native country of thie pleat is uncertain but the

earl lee t described for* was Perlvi&a.

The Indians chewed the leaves to

ward off the saase of fatigue on long journeys.**
arythoxylon Coca is a shrub, five to six feet high, with rusty
brown, slender branches, on the extreme tips of which the leaves ere
borne.

Below the leaves, on the wood of the preceding year, which is

reddish, dusters of three to five yellow, five-lobed. small flowers

spting from the protection of the small scales that line the branchlets

and which are colored like the bark.

The stamens are connate at the

base sad the fruit is a one-seeded drupe, but the le&vee -re moat import-

ant in medicine.

They are oval, obovate or elliptical, differing in

different cultured strain* or varieties, one and a half to two and a

half inches long, and marked on the under side with two lines extend-

ing on either side of the midrib from base to apex, 4
The leaves of Krythoxyl on coca, and its varieties, when
fully grown are picked and quickly dried in the sun.

harvests

an

obtained In a year.

Two or three

On keeping the leaves, the alkaloid,

cocaine, is dissipated sad the st Isolating properties are lost, par-

ticularly If the leaves are not thoroughly dried.
alkaloids , the scat important, cocaine.

There are several

In addition, coca leaves con-

tain an aromatic volatile principle, a taenia and calcium oxalate.
has been sheen that young coca leaves contain more than twice as
total alkaloids as the older leaves.

It

men

Cocaine hydrochloride is the

form in which this drug Is usually employed in medicine.

It may

r

as colorless poisons, flaky lustrous leaflets, or whits crystalline

pander which is very soluble in water and freely soluble In alcohol. 5
Because cocaine paralyses the sensory nerves on direct application, it is used as a local anesthetic.

flcial

Mood

operation.

It also constricts sunor-

vessels, making a bloodless anesthetized field for local

It is the oldest drug used for this purcose.

mamroue. syn-

thetic drugs later discovered have an ldeatical action except for lack

of vasoconstriction.

Among these, procaine hydrochloride, or novocains,

is perhaps most cenmaoly used.

Cocaine, when absorbed into general

circulation, loses Its local action end le mere or less toxic if absorbed

rapidly.

For this reason it is desirable to use the smallest possible

dose and confine it as close as possible to the place of operation.

Through stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system, cocaine effects
tsydriasie.

It is therefore widely used in ophthalmological work*

Jocaine (1 to 4>) is preferred, though Hienocaine (holocaine) \$ is

eeually efficient and less Irritating.

The use of cocaine for psychic

excitement leads to habituation, which la difficult to cure.

Sodden

withdrawal causes distress, and continuance results in chronic poisontag* eepecielly mental deterioration.

The Harrison Narcotic Law lessens

this danger by asking illegal the refilling of prescriptions.

Phe drug

Is rarely used except locally. 18

Rlclnua naswuMis-Llaae is the ancient Rosen nans of the
Castor-oil plant.

The name Rlcinus was else applied to a tick resem-

bling the beans of this plant.

The plant Is native to India, but has

been cultivated in many parts of the globe.

The ell was known to the

%yptlane sad Greeks and probably the Hebrews.

Its name indicates

that perhaps this Is the plant referred to In the book of Jonah as a

gourd.

The use of the oil fell into neglect until Dr. CJsware, a phys-

ician of Bath, who had practiced in the West Indies, recommended it in

lew it Is widely used in medicine as well

1764 as a gentle purgative,

as Is art and In the preparation of food.

Bldnus communis

is

a tall, stately annual, thirty to forty

feet high in the tropics, three to fifteen feet high In this country,

with very large attenuate peltate and palmate ly seven to eleven cleft
leaves.

The flowers are in terminal racemes, the fertile ease above

and the stemlnate below.

The stamens are very numerous, with repeat-

edly branched filaments and the calyx three to five parted.

There are

three styles united at the base, each one bifid and colored red.
fruit ie a large three- lobed capsule with three large seeds.

are oblong, shining, variegated with white.

The

These

The cotyledons are large

and the sndosperm oily and fleshy. 51
The seed* of this plant, called "castor beans" or "mole beans,"

yield the castor oil of commerce.

In harvesting, a cosmos method is to

cut off the spikes with a knife and collect than in large soke.

They

ere then honied to a shelter of some kind sad allseed to dry until the

pods will crash easily.
beans.

Various methods are used in threshing castor

If the variety is one which "peps" or drops its seeds when they

MPs ripe, the spikes are sometimes piled on a hard ground or plank floor,
fully exposed to the sun, and furnished with sides of boards or cloth
sis to eight feet high to catch the beans as they pop out.

In sons

varieties more drying does not cause the pods to open, and specially constructed, machines have been weed to restore the beans frost the nods.

After the beans have been threshed or popped out, a fanning

need to separate the hulls, chaff and dirt
t-aen

sacked and stored for the market.

tained

freff

frost

ad.ll

Is

the beans, which are

The best grade of oil is ob-

the beans by hydraulic pressure.

An additional quantity of

oil of lower grade is obtained by treating the press cake with naphtha

or sons other volatile solvent.
alfflost

Castor oil is a pale yellowish or

colorless, viscid fluid with a faint, mild odor and a bland, after-

ward slightly acrid and nauseating taste.

It contains 50 to 70£ fixed

oil, consisting chiefly of triricinolein, together with considerable

ricinolein, pal mi tin and dihydroxstearin .

There is about 3D> protein

substances, a very toxic alkaloid, rleine, which apparently is not re-

moved in the extraction of the castor oil. bat remains in the oil-cake,
and other constituents of minor importance.

like other fixed oils and fats, castor oil is an ester of a

—in

fatty acid

this case rioinoleic

acid—with glycerol.

So long as

the fatty acid is combined with glycerol the oil is non-Irritant, and

so can be applied to the akin or even mucous

mAnms

as an emollient.

Castor oil, to which has been &<*ded a few drops of balsa*, of Peru or
oil of eucalyptus, when placed freely on gauze, Is an excellent dressing

for ulcers, wounds, and borne.

When ingested, it passes unchanged

through the stomach, but in the intestine is split np, like other fats,

by the fat-splitting ferment of the pancreas (lipase) into its two con-

stituents—glycerol and rlcinolic acid.

The freed fatty acid sets en

mild irritant to the got and so provokes purgation.
purgative with little tendency to eanse griping.

e

It is a very safe

Hence it can be used

in cases where more violent purgatives ere central nd iceted; for example,
in infants, for the aged, and during pregnancy.

After irritant material*

such as bad food, putrid flesh, or decaying or green vegetables have been
ingested, owns lag diarrhea, castor oil gives excellent results because
it tends to be followed by obstinate constipation.

It is used also to

induce labor at term. 20

Ike

paging Buckthorn - £ltaR&

ftrtfrlTift*TB

- has a asdlcinel

history extending back to a period dating before the Herman Conquest.
It was then called lajfthornor IjsjrfrpyWTft-

In the thirteenth century

Welsh physicians prescribed the Juice in honey as a mild aperient drink.
In Spain it is referred to as early as 1305; sad it is then noted by all

writers on medicinal plants during the sixteenth century.
first appeared In the London Pharmacopoeia in 1600?*

Buckthorn

It has also held

a

place in the Aarmacopoela of the United States, but Its space is now
held by

WmWUL ft»rshlaaa- lieCondoll e

.

The furgiag Jeckthorn has fallen

Pa,;*

44

into disuse because of the violence of its action and the resulting

severe irritation of the bevels.

am

Common asses of

™ttwt

purshiana

Chittewibark, shittimwood, sacred bard (a translation of the Span-

ish name "cascara sagrada"), and bearberry or bearwood (because of
its being eaten by these animals). 23

MMMP£

H»

jfrrsMaas is a tall shrub or sodium si sad tree.

young braaehlets are pubescent or toawntoae, the leaves elliptic

to ovate, acute or obtuse, usually denticulate, with often wavy margin,
dark;

green above sad glabrous or pubescent beneath.

The calyx is

usually synsepalous with too petals en the calyx and the stamens on a
disc opposite the petals.

The fruit is globose, changing from red to

black vith two or three nutlets. 17
The bark frosr the trun
drug.

and branches is the source of the

Zf the trees ere pruned properly, a crop of bark nay be harvested

each year without killing the whole tree, as is done la collecting the

bark from wild trees.
back

to

At the time of transplanting, the trees are out

a straight stem about o foot high, from which all except the

four uppermost buds are removed.

The branches which afterwards develop

from these bads are deprived of their lower side shoots, thus causing
the tree to grow a head of four long stout branches, instead of

straight trunk,

r/hen the

a single,

trees are large enough to yield a crop of bark,

the longest of the four breaches is cut off early in the spring, and a

now branch allowed to grow in its place.

This process may be repeated

yearly, removing only the largest breach each season.

The berk on the

cut-off broaches is divided with a sharp knife into lengthwise strips of
about aa inch or two in width, which may be readily pulled off.

It ie

than dried carefully at a low temperature in the shade and broken into
small pieces to pack.

A light-brown to olive-brown powder

is made from

the talk.
Known.

Ths nature of the active Constituent* of this drug is not

It may contain the glueoside, cascarin (parshlanin), which

on hydrolysis y is Ids smodin, and one or Tore active principles. 49
Cases** eogroile should newer be used as a purge, but is one
of the best laxatives to empty the bowel of fecal matter in constipation.

It performs this function without Intestinal disturbance and

also simultaneously acts as a tonic to the Intestine and so prevents

constipation.

MM

The bitter taste may be partially disguised by additional

of iiyrupus iairantii in proportion of

tee parts syrup of orange peel.

vnt>

jrt

cascara extract to

Other volatile oils may be used instead,

such as oil of cinnamon, oil of anise, or methyl salicylate.

as tula l eata- Linne is popularly known by men? names, includ-

ing Spice-birch, River birch, Uahogany birch, Mountain birch. Slack
ssj

birch. Sweet er Cherry birch.
The white birch is a very handsome tree, round-headed and

with pendulous branches when older.

It grows sixty to seventy feat

high; the trunk is a dark reddish-brown and the young bark aromatic

and of agreeable flavor.

The leaves are oblong-ovate, usually cordate

at the base, sharply and doubly serrate, hairy beneath when young,
later nearly glabrous.

Each seels of the stasdnats catkin seers three

flowers with two stamens divided at the apex, and a minute four-tootimd
calyx*

The pistillate catkins bear three naked ovaries in the axil of

every three-lobed shoot.

The minute nutlet bee mesfcrsnoas wings and

is crowned with two spread ing stigmas.

4
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The bark of the trunV sad larger branches of B. lenta
yield*

a volatile oil known as the oil of birch, consisting chiefly of
methyl
salicylate.

It is obtained from the bark by first macerating the riaces

with water and then distilling the oil by means of cooper stills.

The

oil does not pre-exist in the bark, but is formed from a glucoside,

gaultherln.

Methyl salicylate any also be produced synthetically or

obtained from £auUhsrla tarocnrobens by maceration and steam distillation. 32

IN

label on the dreg most indicate which is the source.

It contain* not

leas than 98£ €684(08)0020%.

Methyl salicylate is commonly need as a counter! rriiant.

It

1* especially employed a* a solution to be rubbed on Rheumatic joints.
The salicylate* are considered specifics for Bheumatie lever.

This may

be due to the fact that they have analgesic and antipyretic effects.

'?he

n

re

jxercus is said to come from the Osltie, $?er-riro
The ookn were well Vnown to the ancients both in his-

and cues (tree).

torical and religious connection*.

It was an oak that shel tared the

cradle of the Greek God Zeus on Mt. lycaeua.
The Gall oak.

to inhabit oaks.

parous

The dreids were supposed

Ilex war. lnfeetorla

Asia bears galls, used for dying and tanning. 5*
acid obtained

fro>r

of Western

Centuries ngo tannic

tea was used to treat burns by the Chinese.

In 1925

when Davidson recomme nded tannic acid for burns it was hailed a* a new
and brilliant discovery and nut galls began to be employed to obtain the
medicine.
<

flaercn*

jnfector la is en evergreen tree up to sixty feet high

with,

a large round- topped hwd.

The bark la aot corky.

The leaves

are variable, ovate to lanceolate, remotely serrate or almost
entire

with revolute margin, dark green above and yellowish or whitish,
tose or sometimes glabrescent, beneath.

tcrnen-

Taa acorn is ovate, about half

snbraced by the cup with thin, oppressed scales. 4

a*
«n*

ant gall la an abnormal development of the young twice

<&erens lnf ectorla, one to the preeence of the deposited ova of a

ifrrnenopterous insect , Qynlpe tlnetorla.

the maturing of the insect.
the gall.

The galls are collected before

A yellowish-brown powder is obtained fro*

The principle constituent is tannic

acteristic odor and astringent taste.

add, which baa a char-

It la soluble in cold water and

alcohol. 32

Tannic acid Is need in medicine an an astringent and hemostatic.
It may be given internally in the form of acetyl tannic

diarrhea.
a

Externally, it is a favorite for treating burns.

rayed on in

ointment.

acH

sf

to treat
It may be

or 5p solutions or screed on in the form of tannic reid

A 1$ ointment, glycerine

suppository, ia also used locally for

hemorrhoide. 54

Salts la variously known an Willow, Common anrepean Willow,
Dock Hillow, tantlngton billow.

She word itself comes from the Celtic

a&L (near) and lis (water) bsasnae of the affinity of the plant to boggy
places. 51

Salix alba, the white willow, which is one of the willows used
in medicine, is a noble tree of rapid growth, sometimes attaining a

anight of ninety feet with a trunk six feet in diameter.

It belongs to

a group known

as the "crack willow* or "brittle willowe" because of

the brittleneae of their twigs.

The leaves are lance-shaped, pointed

at the apex end narrowed at the was* with a aw- toothed margins.
.young,

they

3 hen

there are silky hairs on both sides of the leaves; when mature

sore

less hairy sad pals green on the lower surface or covered

with a "bl oom.

•»

The long, loose, green, cylindrical ameats or catkins

are stcninate and pistillate and are born on different trees, appear-

ing with the leaves in the spring.

There are two to five stamens in

the axil of each hairy bract or one pistil, secssjpnnled by a stipltate

aaetery.

%alix nigra- Marsh, the black willow, pussy willow, or swamp

willow, is likewise used in medicine.

It is tall, has rough, dark

brown or blade berk sad brittle yellowish branches. 4
In the spring of the year the bark is stripped from two or

three year old branches of the willows sad dried quickly.
•>ierci,il

article frequently consists in large part of the bark of sere

mature branches or the trunk of
of the periderm.
taste.

39» eonv

jroun,-

tr«er and la frequently deprived

It has a slight, aromatic odor and bitter, astringent

The active principle is a bitter glucosiie, callein, the arount

of which varies in different portions of the bark sal according to tbs
time when it is gathered.

45

Saliein, through the actions of ferments,

forms sallgeain which, was* taken into the human system, is decomposed
into salicylic acid.

Salicylic acid is eatlseptic, antiparasitic end keratolytic.
It is, therefore, employed externally in weak strengths, 2 to

S&

as a

dusting powder or ointment for pruritus, urticaria, and soma ecsemas,

or in 20% strength ointments or alcoholic solutions for exfoliation of
corns, warts, or for epidermophytosis.

In the latter, the salicylic

acid removes the upper layers of skin, thus allowing the

TQtp

alcohol to

penetrate to the fangus growth and destroy or inhibit its growth.

In-

ternally, salicylic acid is employed in the for* of soluble sodium

salicylate or acetyl salicylic acid (aspirin) to act as a specific in
case of

mmatic Fever or as am analgesic

in the symptomatic treat-

meat of pain.

Saatalm, of gantaltni album-Linna. cooes from the i^rslan
cjssndaj,. which Is in turn derived from the Sanskrit c handana. the

original name of this tree. 14

Because of its very fragrant heart wood,

sandal sood Is burned as incense.

This plant is native to India and

the iaelfie Islands.

Saatalua album is ^bout twenty-five feet with small , opposite,
elliptic-ovate, or ovate-lanceolate, acute or subacute leaves, narrowed
into a slender petiole.

The flowers are at first straw-colored,

blood-red, inodorous even when bruised.

than,

The fruit is a globes* drupe

about the slse of a cherry and bleak when ripe.

The wood is white or

citron-colored; sweet-scent «d when dry. 4
The trees, when twenty to forty years of age, are cut down,
the berk removed, and the wood cut into billets.

There are some stgMsea

different commercial varieties of wood which are recognized.
select is used in India for the dietlllatioa of the oil.

The most

The amount of

volatile oil found in these trees depends upon the altitude at which the
trees grew, those growing at higher altitude yielding ten times as much
ail as those growing in the lower locations.

The oil obtained from the

heart wood is superior to that obtained from the sap wood and that obtained from trees which have been slow in developing is best of all*

ftsge

Oil of Sandalwood la

a

SO

rather viscid, nearly colorless, or ll?ht ynllow-

iah liquid of a peculiar, bat persistant odor.

It contains frow 80 to

96$ of wantalol, a sesquiterpene (santalen), an aldehyde (santalal), a
ketone (eantalon), santallc acid, terasantslic acid, formic acid, and
fxtetic acid In the form of esters, end a strongly odorous constituent,*'

Sandalwood oil, like other volatile oils, is a counterlrrltant
and antiseptic to mucous nwrBbrcnes.

It is especially effective when

used on the gen i to-urinary tract against the gonococcus organisrr.

It la

not suitable in the acute stages of Gonorrhea because it nay increase
the Irritation, hut in subacute and chronic stages its irritant action

Tvy proasote healing.

Sandalwood la preferably glren In capsules to dis-

guise the strong taste. 2*

Chenopoilux junhrosloldes- Linne is the Mexican Too or
ilionojjodiuTi njc-ms

foi—ead.

^oose-f opt , which refers to the shape of the lasses.

This plant llres en steppes and deserts to which it is peculiarly fitted
51
because of hairy coat, succulent habit and reduced leases.

Chanppodiug is a widely dispersed weedy herb with wary inconspicuous greenish flowers.

The flowers are perfect, bractlesa, sessile

in snail masses and those clusters arranged in spikes or panleles.
C.

agbroooidas la a asjooth annual with slightly patioled, aromatic,

oblcng, lanceolate, toothed or nearly entire learee.
spikes, leafy or intermixed with leases.
the

The flowers are in

The fruit is dry, enclosed by

calyx."
the
The fruito and the rolatile oil distilled fros the topa of

plant are employed in ms die ins.

Horses ting is begun usually in early

ftige

51

3»pt«J}« or as soon as the Htdi have taken on a black color, but
before the plant* have turned brown.

If harvesting Is delayed until

the plants are fully mature, there will be considerable loss through

shattering sad a diminution In the yield of oil when they are distilled.
!

fi»e

crop Bay be harvested vith large knives or sickles, either by cut-

ting off the entire plant at the ground or by cutting the branches

separately.

After cutting, the plants are laid out en the ground in

rows sad allowed to cure for about three days before they are distilled

with steaa.

Ins volatile oil of ho rro seed has a peculiar, strong, of-

fensive odor and a pungent, disagreeable but aromatic taste.

assayed to contain not less than 65 i ascarldol.

It is

It must be kept in well-

stoppered amber-colored bottles, in a cool place, protected from light. 49
Thi% oil is a most efficient remedy against Aacarla lurabrleoldes

or the Round

tan,

the Bookworm, sad intestinal amoebae.

It paralyses

but dees not kill the worms which are eliminated by free purgation.

efficiency soots to be increased when followed by caster oil.

Its

«inor

toxic symptoms, such as dizziness, nausea sad vomiting, temporary deafness or general depression may be produced.

8ha. the old Oreek name for rhubarb, led to the xuem jheur.

IMs

plant was aeatleaed is Chinese works of 2700 A. D.

gbeum off icinale-

Bail Ion is a perennial herb indigenous to northwestern China and extern

Thibet.

51
It is sparingly cultivated in other parts of the world.
a

robust herb with a short, branching stem

or crown four to ten feet high.

The leaves are very large, one to three

Rheum officinale is

feet across, round-oval, more or less pointed or acuminate, hairy, and

three-wren iobed.

The flower stems ere throe to ten feet nigh, aucb

branched, bearing numerous, greenish flowers that give a feathery efThe flowers have a six-parted spreading perianth,

fect to the panicle.

six to nine stew ens, a three angled ovary bearing three styles and

4
ripening Into a red winged achene.
The rhl somes are collected in the euturan fro? the eight to
teat

year old plants; west of the bark Is removed, and they ere then

perforated, Strang en ropes, and dried.

or by artificial heat.

fhis Is done either in the won

She principal constituent of these rhisomes eeeme

to be a glucoslde or as undetermined substance which yields successive

oxidation products such as ehryeephanic acid, emodln, end rheln.

Rhubarb,

as a medicine, is occasionally administered as a powder, but more common49
ly it is employed is the form of one of Its preparations.

Rhubarb and the extract of rhubarb ar bitter tonics, stomachics and cat hart ice.

As cathartics they act chiefly on the colon, stim-

ulating peristalsis by irritation.

After the initial laxative effect

they hare a tendency to produce constipation.

Hence they are useful in

the case of diarrhea due to an irritating substance, by first expelling
the offender end then returning the movement «f the intestines to

normal by their constipating influence.

neeat

Has

4
galllca- Linne is the ancient Latin name for the red roes.

plant was introduced

froir

Surope to the United States where it is

often cultivated end grows wild along the roadsides of lew Saglaad.
Roma gall lea is a prickly shrub, about one to one and a half

meters high, with odd-pinnate leaves and stipules adnata to petiole.

The

hispid stem is glandular.

The leaflet* are broadly elliptic, cordate

at the base, roundish or obtuse at the apex, doubly glandular and

serrate.
double.

The flowers of this plant are large, rrostly deep red and

17
The petals are obtained fro* the cultivated pleats before

the expansion of the flower, the lower clawed portion usually being

reraved.

They are used fresh or are carefully dried and preserved.

The petals bare a velvety texture, an agreeable odor and an astringent

end slightly bitter taste.
amount in the

A volatile oil is contained in samll

etals together with a yellow, crystalline glucoside,

quercltla, which yields en decomposition, quercetin, tannin, and gallic

add. 48
A solution of the volatile

oil of rose In water is laiown

officially as Aqua Bocae- and as Aeon Boss* fort lor.

M

rrainly as

In swdielne it is

flavoring substance. 5*

granns aero tins, the Ben Cherry or wild Black Cherry, was

native to Mexico.

The fruits are used for flavoring or manufacturing

alcoholic beverages, while the wood, because it takes on such an ex-

cellent finish, ie highly desirable for cabinet staking,

irunus Virgin-

ian*, the Choke Cherry, has a light colored wood that is also used in

cabinet work. 51
jjrunus

aerotlaa la a large tree, reaching one hundred feet,

with reddish-brown branches and reddish weed.

The inner bark is aroa>~

atic; the leaves are thick, oblong, or lanceolate, taper-pointed, and

serrate with Incurved teeth.

The flowers are in elongated racemes.

rtege

Th» fruit is purplish-black.

Prunu» virglnlaaa. on the other hand, is

* tall shrub or small tree with grayish hark,
a rank, disagreeable odor,

54

the Inner layers having

the leaves are oral, oblong or obovata,

abruptly pointed, with very sharply serrate teeth.

It has red to dark

crimson fruit. 1 '
The hark of the stssi sad breaches is collected in the nutans
and should be carefully dried and preserved In air-tight containers.
TJbs

odor of the drag is distinct and on addition of water it develops

an odor of ben sal dahyde and hydrocyanic acid,
arose tic and astringent.
externally.

lbs taste is bitter,

The hark of the trunk is dark brown and rough

A cyaaagenetic glueoside

is one of the main constituents.

It also contains a f errant resembling emulsin.

Besides these, there is

starch, resin, tannin, gallic acid, fatty natter, lignin, red coloring

matter, salts of ealelvBt, potassium and iron, a volatile oil, and

prusaic acid. 49
Wild cherry is used principally in the fore of a syrup.
is tonic and astringent because of its constituents.

It

The chief use of

— this

wild cherry syrup, however, is as a vehicle for cough medicines

because of its agreeable taste and ability to disguise ether disagreeable principles.

The

facias are plants of Africa, Australia and South America.

The nana) itself means thorny, coming from the fset that the stipules)

often bee one cruel thorns,
durable.
•Ibe

because of its gas, the Acacia wood is very

It was used by the Ifcyptians to sake coffins for their kings.

precious woods, such as rose wood, blac' wood, and Shittiw. wood of
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Biblical

fm,

arw

mmU woods.

She gum was employed as far

as

1700 B. C. by tho Arabs, both for the purpose of art and as food, 51

Acacia arables, the Gum Arabic Tree, is a shrub or snail
trr* with gray branchlets and spiny stipules.

The leaves are all bi-

pinnate, having three to eight pair of pinnae and ten to twenty pair
of leaflets.

The flowers are in globular heads with two to five

flowers each.

They are actiaonorphie.

of the corolla.

The calyx is half the length

There are aaay stamens and one carpel.

The gray,

downy pods are distinctly stalked, flat, and mostly roonillform. 4

A dried, gamy exudation from the stem «ad branches is used
in medicine.

The gun exudes spontaneously from the bark of the tree

sad is apparently formed by the action of a ferment on the cell-contents
as it does not contain any remains of cell walls.
incised to increase the production of gum.

The trees are also

The more or less hardened

pieces are collected and then sorted into different grades.

The gam is

now in roundish tears of variable else or broken into angular fragff*nts,
externally whitish or yellowish-white, translucent , very brittle, nearly
inodorous tnd hawing a mucilaginous taste.

An oyster-white powder soluble

in cold water, forming a sticky paste, is obtained from the gas.

A

crystalline glueoside which is apparently arable acid (arabin or gumeic
acid) in combination with calcium, magnesias sad potassium constitutes
the greater part of the gas. 32

The mucilage of Acacia Is used in medicine as a
to saspsad agents in making emulsions sad mixtures.

rtssinl

mini sad

Demulcents are bland,

starchy substances used as protect lyes to sacsns membranes or akin by

mechanically adhering to them and thus coating then,

i

casta is also

sometimes used in intravenous solutions of saline to add body to the sol-

ution sad thus asks it nearer the consistency of blood.
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Cassia is the ancient GrweV name for the pleat giving 3©nna

lM£S&»

^SSilft aoatlfplla is f

Arabia and Indie.

The

lesm

»w Mia

and flfcjj sagustlfol la from

wars nsad as a purgative in fold medicine. 37

The Sennas are herbs, shrubs or, in tropical regions, trass

with abruptly pinnate leaves,

the flowers

r* nearly regular with fire

nearly-equal calyx teeth mostly longer than the calyx tube; fire nearly
etfuel, spreading,

clawed petals; firs to ten stameae, frequently uneoaal

sad sons of the anthers abort lrc.
ovules.

There is one carpel with numerous

The fruit is a stalked pod which is either flat or terrate,

of tern partitioned crosswise. 4

Bis Sanaa leaves contain several glucosides which yield
oxyrne t hy 1 an t hramiinone compounds

resembling those found in aloes and

rhubarb; a glueosidal substance, anthraglucossnnin, which occurs as a

brown-black powder and yields on hydrolysis ssjh

ssjiiHii

(

trl-oxymethyl

aathraeuiaone) and senna-ehrysophaaic acid (diozjrMthylanthracuinons);

and other substances,

the active principles of senna are emodin, chryso-

phonic acid and cathartic acid. 49

Senna belongs to the anthraquinone-oontaining grou? of vegetative purgatives which act mainly on the large Intestines by stimulating peristalsis.
class.

Senna is one of the most efficacious drugs of this

It is used for the treatment of chronic const! at ion.

of this group are usually too griming to use by themselves.

The drugs

They are

tlserefore employed in combination with a volatile oil or some other

drag which lessens the griping.

One of the best combinations of drugs

containing £enna is Compound Ucpri ce fowder .

§mz°un£ licorice ^wde£ are
sad sugar,

serins,

The constituents of

glycyrrhisa. sul

this is widely used as a laxative. 18

:xtr,

oV Jj^eMsV

Isgc
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Tglulfors £saAjBfr-Baill«a» the source of £eru Balsam, is
also known as Mrroxylon *relrac- Klotgsch because ths scent la similar
«

to that of myrrh wood.

Central America is the home of this plant. 5*

Tolulfera fsrelrae is a tree with uneven-pinnate leaves.
six to nine leaflets, two to three inches long, and glabrous.

Tiiere are

Ths flowers are white or whitish, in axillary simple r.=cen«9 or panics*
lata at ends of branches.

Thm calyx is Irregularly dentate, ths stand-

ard orbicular, the four Inferior petals snbequal, narrow and free, the
stamens deciduous with the petals, free or connate at the base.

The

pod has a stelk about four and a half inches long, terete and sparsely
puberulent.

The pod is indehiscent, hardened at the apex sad one osa dsd.

the basal part long, narrow and two winged.*
The balsas! is formed by reason of median leal injuries to the
trees.

Sehisogenous secretion canals occur only in ths .young twigs,

pet ic lee and leaves, but are not formed in the older bark.

The process

of producing the balsas: is an ancient custom, and is in essential the

following |

Daring the rainy season in Sovember and Poconber the bark

of the balsam tree is beaten with a header on all sides, leaving uninjured areas between, this being dene so as not to kill the trees.
The injure i bark soon cracks and can be stripped off in rather long
pieces.

The cell-walls of the inner bark and their contents change to

a balsas: due to the decomposition of the cell sap or metamorphosis of
the eell walls.

In the course of a week or so, ths isaxlsasa yield of

balsas! is obtained and it soaks Into the rags which have been applied

to the bark.

The rage are then collected, thrown Into vessels contain-

ing water, and boiled until the balsas Is liberated and eettlee to the

bottom.

The water is decanted and the balsam poured into gourds or

tin containers.

The balsas is a dark brown, viscid liquid, ruby- red

ftsge 58

and transparent in thin layers.

It is free fro? stringiness or stlek-

iness, has an empyreumatic , aromatic vanilla-Ilka odor and a bitter,

acrid persistent taste.

The chief constituent is a volatile oil known

as OLnnfiwein or ifrru Bftlsam oil and consisting ehlefly of henayl benaorte,

*

assail

quantity of benzyl c inn ©mate and other arsasktlc compounds. 49
Balsam, of Peru has

been employed internally as a stimulating

The volatile oil acts as a counter! rr it ant on the mucous

expectorant.

mawbranea which reflexly stimulate* secretion of the glands in the
Externally it is used in salves for ulcers.

bronchi.
1

in

of indolent wounds'

n--

ulcers,

jMMMtfci

MM

It stimulates the

format Id |f

:r.--n-

Mixed with vaseline and rubbed over the hands it prevents

ulations.

disagreeable odors retraining on the skin after treating ulcerative surfaces or asking postmortem examinations.

Balsam of Peru Is a parasiti-

cide in diseases of the skin such as scabies.

If applied over a large

area of the body as a remedy for scabies, it may cause acute nephritis. 2*

Astragalus gCBrnlfer and other plants of astragalus species
are the source of guy Tragaoant h.

These plants are indigenous to south-

eastern Stamps and western Asia. 4
The;,

nre hardy, spiny herbs or sub shrubs.

The leaves ore

mostly odd pinnate, sosetiTes staple, sad the yellow, purple or white
f]

MN

r:re

in s

i"-;

s

or r.-.cenes.

fhey

h.«ve a

tubular colyr, IMi MMtt

nearly eenl, clawed petals, an erect standard; the atr-mens are in two
clusters, the anthers similar.

The pods are fleshy, leathery, or papery.'

Tragacanth is a gummy exudate from this plant.

Sana of the

walls of the pith and medullary rays are transformed into ancllnge, which
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oxudee spontaneously

,

bat is obtained in lowwcilal quantities by ante*

ing Incisions in the bark, the pvm beins collected after it dries.
This le nearly colorless or pale yellowish, externally, translucent,

inodorous and baring an insipid taste*

The chief constituent of this

drug is basBorlB (traganthin) which gives the mucilage mode tram this

gum its peculiar density

;-nd

which serves to distinguish it frozs Ac-

acia. 32

Qm

tragaeanth swells on the addition of water and gradually

forms a cloudy, gelatinous mass.
forms *

—ell ago which

On the further addition of water, it

is occasionally used in pharmacy in making

envisions sad is widely used as a basis for a qrsssslaas catheter lubricant or as a protective application for chapped skin. 5*'

Qlycyrrniss means sweet root in Greek.
plant, spelt

This is the ^l corice

dquorice or pickeries. 4

I

Slycyrrhisa glabra is a perennial herb, oftea glandular,

which attains a height of two to three feat.

The leaves are odd-pinnate,

the leaflets ovate, subglutinous beneath, four to eight pair with an odd
one.

The psduncled axillary spike Is shorter than the leaves, the blue,

violet, white or yellowish flowers are elosely clustered.

The calyx Is

4
glandular pubescent and the pod glabrous— three to four seeded.
Harvesting the licorice olant is primitive, the roots being

exposed by plow and pulled by hand.

While the plants may be grown fraa

the sasd, propagation by means of cuttings made from the younger jwrts

of the rhizome, or so-called root, usually give best results.
fas Spanish variety of licorice are mostly unpeeled rhi somes.

nearly cylindrical, more or less tortuous, cut or broken Into pieces.
They have a distinct odor, sweetish taste, Blight ly acrid and may be

ground into a light yellowish-brown powder.
ly large roots deprived of the periderm.

Russian licorice is chief,

The licoriee root contains

about 3$ of the glycoside, glycyrrhisin, a crystalline. Intensely sweet
substance; a bitter principle, glyqyramsria, which occurs principally
in the bark and hence is less abundant la the Bosslan licorice; c

volatile oil, considerable starch, and calcium oxalate. 3**

Slycyrrhisa is used in medicine chiefly as a vehicle and principally la the for* of the fluid extract.

Cow do and Licorice powder is

Ml excellent cathartic, containing Senna, of the "anthracene derivative

group which sets mainly on the large bowel by inducing peristalsis.

The

other constituents of this powder are the volatile oil of fennel whieh
aids in prevent in

griping, and Sulphur, a staple purgative.

Licorice

disguises the taste of the lees agreeable constituents of this powder
and gives it its nans. 54

•Balfour is the Calabar

ean

— the

fiean

or Ordeal

latter name being derived from the fact that it was used by

the natives to produce poisoning. 37

This climb int. woody perennial plant, resembling the scarlet

runner and native to the region of the Golf of Guinea on the western
coast of Africa, is a member of the lasassinnsae family.

The "Calabar

beans, H or seeds, are anatropous, somewhat reniform or irregularly ob-

long or ellipsoidal with a brownish, black, groove extending about
half way around the edge, containing the raphe as a narrow line. 37

•
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The ripe seeds have a brownish-red, hard, thick, smooth seed-

coat sorrawhat rough ne&r the groove.
or-bryo la large, shite,

Reserve layers are wanting.

with a short hypoootyl and two concavoconves

cotyledons, inodorous and hawing a starchy taste.

der with

nawroM

The

A

groyish-w.iite pow-

starch grains is Bade from the seed.

Besides starch,

proteins, fixed oils, ash and several alkaloids nave Veen isolated free
this

been— the

roost

important of which is obysostLeadne or esewtM.

Fhysostigmine contains eoerldlne, an alkaloid resembling physoetlgsdne
in its physiological actions calabarin, an alkaloid which is nbysiolog-

leally antagonist ie to physostigmlne, and sssremins which is inactive. 32

f^ysoatigmine salicylate, is used officially because of its
stability.

Zt is found in the form of colorless or faintly yellowish

crystals which acquire a red tint on exposure to light and air.

Fhys-

ostigmine acts on the autonomic nervous system by stimulating the peripheral endings of parasympathetic nerves.

Since the parasympathetic nerves

control the vegetative actions of the body in general, and sines physostigmine has a more marked effect on smooth muscles then on glands,
intestinal peristalsis is increased.

Fhysostlgmine is used occasionally

to stimulate peristalsis la paralytic forms of constipation.

It re-

lieves abdominal distention, but large doses are neeeeoary and its

effects must be carefully watched.

An overdose may be counteracted by

atropine which is a depressant of the parasympathetic nervous system.

Physostigmiae also has a local effect on the eye, contracting the pupil
It is used to contract the pupil and reduce Intro-ocular teas ion In

eases of glaucoma.

Zt may aloe be employed to hasten recovery from

mydriatics, such as homatrooine. 18

h0l

As

u
iMHi HM^rtl^lMk

clore tree, SajyophyUttff aromnt1«ie,,T4n»I

MMMmMU«i

or

M

ai#0 called

Net

refers to irince Begone of Savoy In whose honor the pleat was named.
DeCoadolle believes the clove originally cones from the Moluccas, for
they were the first to cultivate it.

wild state, however.

It has sever been found in the

The Sanskrit language had

a name Isnm^ for clove,

which su,;^eets that it nay have been even older,

fhis plant is widely

cultivated in the tropics. 14
fittXSffiteUsa.

nTWttUffM baa ovate-oblong, aeute leaves streng-

ly tapering to the conspicuous petiole, coriaceous, and dotted.

The

lateral veins are numerous sad parallel, the cross-veinlets obscure.
*2he

flowers are in terminal trichotomous cymes, pale purple, only ome-

fourth of an inch across* 4
lbs flower buds are collected, dried in the sun or artificially, the color changing frone crimson to a brownish color.

taste is strongly aromatic.
reddish-brown.

The odor sad

The powder of cloves is light brown to

The powder of the fruit of clovee is the so-called

Mother of Cloves.

The chief constituent of el ores is the volatile oil

and consists of caryophyllene

mH

eugenol.

The darkening of old oil of

cloves is mappooid to be due to furfural, an aldehyde formed on the

decomposition of sow* of the carbohydrates and albuminoids.

The oil of

cloves is distilled from the dried flower buds and yielde not less than
b,

volume of eugenol. 5
The oil of cloves is slightly antiseptic and eounterlrrltant

on mucous swebraaes.

It is commonly used as an anodyne for toothaches,

being applied en a piece of cotton.

If taken internally, the oil of

—aiding

cloves, like other volatile oile, is a carminative

pulsion of gas.

in the ex-

mm m
aacalrptua Globulro-Lebillardiera is the Oum-Tree or Blue,
"tar.

—geanin.-

Is analysing the word Eucalyptus, we find on

Greek, and Kolypto—msanlty

to cover as with a lid.

well in

This originated fro*

the feet that the petal* , cad usually also the calyx-limb, are fused

end cower the flower before ant beats, then fall off in tha form of a lid

or cower.

I. Globulus is frequently planted in malarial regions of warm

climates, as at the tampagaa at Hose, with a very beneficial effect. 37
^HtfllU'tiif

Globulus is a tree, three hundred feet or less in

height, with bark deciduous in long, thin strips or sheets, leaving

trunk smooth and grayish or bluish-white except at the base.
ore thick and lanceolate, often one-h^lf to one foot long.

the

The leaves

Those on the

young shoots and seedlings are opposite, sessile, broad and white-mealy.
The flowers are solitary or two to three together, closely sessile or on
r>

short peduncle.

bluish-white wax*

The calyx tube and lid are warty and covered with
The angular capsule fruit has flat, non-pro trading

valves by which it opens at the top, sad many seeds. 4
The leave* are collected from the older portions of the tree

They contain a volatile oil, mostly eucalyptol . sad some

and dried.

d-pinene or eucalyrten.

There are also other terpenes, several resins,

a neutral bitter principle, eucalyptic acid, tannic acid and calcium
oxalate,

laaalyptol occurs as a colorless liquid, hawing a distinctly

camphoraceous odor, sad a pungent, spicy and cooling taste.
is

This oil

mlsdble in all proportions with alcohol but practically insoluble

la water. 32
flscalrptsl is antiseptic and 4rr*titfag to the mucous membranes,

12
stimulating secretion of the bronchial glands by reflex action.

It is

used as aa expectorant and respiratory tract aatiseptic either in the
form of oil sprays or in the form of vapor to be inhaled from boiling

•»**r.

Her internal use, it Is preferably administered in the form
of

capsules.

Sm&

!• t*» Latiniied Chinese name (ghla) for the tee plant.

The wild tee pleat wee brought from South China into China end
Jape*
to be cultivated ae early as 810 A. D.

Giovanni Pietro Maffel in hie

fflstorise Indicee, 1589, made the first mention of tea in europe.

Giovanni fiotere said In his Polls, Cause della Grandsssa t&at the Chinese

had an herb fros which they extracted a delicate juice which they need
Instead of wine.

Then, la 1618, an Saglishm&n of the last India Company

asked aa official at Maces for "chaw. "

•eld to be Tela,
?Hoa

» wma

In 1638 the Japanese

fhe bleak sad green teas case from the sane species. 61
ftaonsls la a woody evergreen shrub, sometimes & tree to

s.

thirty feet high.

It has simple, alternate, glabrous, leaves, sometimes

passu cent beneath.

The showy white flowers are regular and hypogenoue

on very short stalks, nodding, mostly axillary.

There are several bracts

at the base which pass into sepals (5-6) then into petals (0-6*7) a bit

united at the base.

There are many stamens la several whorls, the exter-

nal ones arranged into bundles and united with the petals.
ous fjaesiilsai has styles which are free almost to the base.

three to five

1 ocular

The synearpThe ovary is

and the fruit e weedy capsule which opens lecullc id-

ally.4
Green tea le produced by quick drying and constant stirring is
a pan over the fire.

The leaves are curled and pale green.

produced by slew dry lag.
seats or leas

Hawk

tea Is

It is usually in more or loss crumpled masses,

coriaceous, the odor agreeably aromatic, the taste pleasantly

ftige

hitter sad astringent.
loid, oaf fcln or thein.

65

The active principle of tea is a bitter allow
It is feebly alkaline.

Tea also contains

caffeidin, thsophyllin, theobromin, and some saponin. 37

Caffeine h«8 no particular action on the gaatro-intest Inal
tract except that in large quantities it

asay

be irritable.

Caffeine

increases the blood pressure, ceasing the heart to beat sore forcibly
and rapidly.

It does this by acting on the vasomotor centers.

It is

a certain and direct stimulant on the Central Nervous System, especial-

ly the higher centers of the brain, producing wakefulness sad restlessness end st isolating the reas oning and imaginative faculties in man.
Caffeine also stimulates the respiratory center.

The fie* of urine is

increased because of the stimulated circulation.

Caffeine is used in

cardiac dropsy to reduce the edema.

It is used in collapse from cardiac

weakness or shock to raise the blood pressure, finally, It is used as

an antidote in narcotic or alcohol poisoning to stimulate respiration.

^sgakjtoWMuf j&rzii-Kiag is e plant native to Burma, India,
which yields the famous Chaulmoogra oil need in Leprosy.
The seeds of chaulmoogra en expression yield a fixed oil,
con- only known as Chaulmoogra oil.

Chemical

—lysis

has shown it to

consist to a large extent of the glyceryl esters of optically active

unsaturated fatty acids.

The acid present in the largest proportion has

been designated as Chaulmoogra acid.

It also contains hydaocarpic acid.

These acids occur in the form of glycerldes .

Chsalmsogra oil is a

yellow or brownish-yellow liquid, or whitish, soft-solid at a temperature

»
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tola* 25° Centigrade.

It has a characteristic odor and soasebat acrid

taste.

Chaulooogra oil haa a destructive action en acid-fast bacilli,
such as the bacillus of leprosy, and ite beneficial effects are probably
das to this property.

It has been need in Leprosy for many years,

awja

is evidence that it affords relief but seldom effects a complete

core.

The dose mast be gradually increased to the licit of tolerance.

Ethyl Chsulsooograte is said to be better tolerated and less likely to

produce abscesses on injection. 18

gaaUhcria. proewsbens-tlnns. the eintergreen with its
hued berries, has many asses: checker-berry, boxberry. deer berry.,

BSaa&tSXa.. ft»y-*«Xrj t gJ^eSSrhSSS.,
iSJOSX

HBttttfAP

£§fi.

leaves are known as little

eam&gEBL,

fiMlfUlM Sa&, •*& WOOL
fftftpfftfif ,

stage entrances, or gaiety, or inebriety,
ffifflfflTT

&m>

^ts tender

pippins, drunkards, and other

aoses of like iw ort, olthoufsh there is nothing

after

•»« aaftefbarrr;

I

Iwut

th*-r

to su

|Mt

the name Oaultheria is

Paul tier , a naturalist and court-physiclon at

aaebec in

the siddls of the eighteenth century. 17
ftaslthsrla

i

mnilMIP

i« » trailing shrub with a slender

and extensively creeping stem on or below the surfsee.

The flowering

breaches ascend, with staple evergreen leasee at the suamit.
leaves are obovate or oval, obscurely serrate.

There are a fee soli-

tary white flowers, aeetly single ia the axils, sad nodding.
,'is.ve

fibs

They

ura-phaaed, five teethed corollas, tsn stsssms on the corolla

base, their anthers opening by core*.

The capsule is depressed, five-

loW,

five-celled, flve-valved, and many seeded.

ripe, by the calyx which thickens and

tans fleshy

It is enclosed, when

so that the fruit

looks Ilka a bright red berry. 17
The bright red berries and foliage of this plant have a spicy-

arcwatie flavor similar to Sweet Birch.

ped into snail

The plants are collected, chop-

ieces, mixed with water and allowed to stand for about

twelve hours when diet illation Is affected by means of a copper still.
The oil is generally further purified by rectification.

Owing to the

demand for this oil and prices obtained for it, it is frequently substituted by oil of birch and adulterated with methyl salicylate.

The

volatile oil of wintergreen eons 1st a chiefly of methyl salicylate.

It

also contains oenanthlc alcohol and ite ester, which possess the characteristic odor which distinguishes the true oil of Oealtheria from the
artificial methyl salicylate. 45

Oil of wintergreen has actions and use identical with oil of
Sweet Birch.

It Is antiseptic and count erirri tan t.

It relieves pain

in local rheumatic swellings and neuritis to which it is externally

applied, usually in the form of a liniment.

Styrax is the ancient Sreci name for the Benzoin plant.

MHM
It is

I

Kemsoln-Dryander produces Slam or Sumatra and Java bensoln renin.

a tropical or subtropical plant of Haley, archipelago. 37
The

fteuua

(

8 jwrsat Is mads up of deciduous or evergr een trees

or shrubs which are more or lees stellate-pubescent.

The leaves are

short-stalked, exstlpulate, more or lees covered with stellate hairs

like the inflorescence.

The flowers are white, the calyx obscurely

Bfcge SB

five-toothed or truncate, the petals five, connate only at the ban.
fflaere ear*

ten stamens Inserted at the

somewhat connate below.

base with the calyx.

Ifee

hue

of the corolla and usually

ovary is superior , often united at the

The gynoecture la three-loculed at the base and

cne-loculed at the apex.

It has a slender style and ripens into a

fleshy drape or a dry,one-t©-two seeded fruit with dehiscent pericarp. 4
The conposltlon of the resin in Styrax Benzoin varies accord-

ing to the age of the tree, the youngest trees yielding the best product.
The constituents of the commercial resin are not found in the tissues

of the tree, but appear to develop ae e pathological product due to em

Injury of the tress resulting from the Manner of incising the bark, although probably the exposure of the resin to the air has an influence on
the constituents.

Sumatra Benzoin occurs in irregular esses composed

of yellowish or reddish-brown tears of variable sine sad e redriisn-brown
and translucent or grayish-brown and opaque matrix.

It la brittle, be-

cotrin^ soft on warming and yielding benzoic acid en sublimation.

an agreeable, balsamic odor and a slightly aromatic taste,

constituent of Sumatra Benzoin Is cinaamlc acid.

other

1j;

n.',

occurs la concavo-convex tears.

It bee

fhe chief

Slam Benzoin, on the

It has a vanilla-like odor

sad, unlike Sumatra Benzoin, dose not yield cinnamic acid—its chief

constituent being benzoic acid. 21
Benzoin is an antiseptic and counter! rri tan t.

It is Inhaled

frow boiling water for soothing inflamed masons me sb run us of the threat
end bronchi.

Benzoin is also a stimulating expectorant.

Bsaaoin is

used on ulcers, bedsores, cracked nipples, fissures of lips, etc. as a
stiwulant to heel leg and a protective coating.

lAta&rttm* was named after aentiue, King 0 f Illyria,
•ho is said to h»ve discovered the tonic valve
of those plants.

The

gentian is also the source of the liqueur or
cordial called -gentiane".
The plant grove wild in the mountains of central
and southern Europe,

but it has proved very poorly adapted for cultivation
in situations beyond its natural range. 4
The ffrpita
IsajnensoMM are ««u»lly herbs, stiff and glabrous,

with opposite sessile leaves,
tonics.

fhey yield a bitter principle used to

The gentians are chiefly perennial, rarely biennial
or annual.

She yellowish flowers of Gentiane lutea are in dense,
umbel-like cymes,
the calyx is epathe-like, split In two, the corolla
flve-to-eix parted,

its lobes oblong-linear and anasinate; the anthers free and
there is no
style.

The fruit is a capsule. 4
The rhizome and roots of gentians lutea furnish the
gentian

of commerce.

The fleshy rhisoaes and roots are collected in autunm
and

frequently cut Into longitudinal pieces and slowly dried, during
which

latter process they develop a distinctive color and heavy odor.
rivisoisee

are externally light brown and internally dark yellow.

These

They

contain a bitter glucoslde, asntiealcrln. occurring to yellow needles
which are readily soluble in water and to which the drug owes its neculiar bitterness and odor. 49

Gentian is one of a large class of substances which are supposed
to stiaulate the appetite by their bitter teste.

These substances were

formerly thought to stimulate the secretion of the gastric Juice, but

they do not exert any appreciable effect on the xucous nssttunwo of the
stotrach directly, and if any such action is induced, it earn arise only

reflexly from the action of the nerves In the mouth, chiefly those of
taete.

Sitters are given a short time before meals in
the treatswat

Begs fO

of loss of appetite.

The effect will show itself in a few days.

Mentis* may be prescribed with box vomica.

gtrychnqs Is en eld Greek name used by Theophrastus for

plats belonging

to the

^f1irM'r»»

MM

The bark and roots of this plant

were used by the natives of India for snake bites and fevers.

It Is

indigenous to India and the islands of southern Asia and known as the

4
jfftHMt |y» in its native country}

StrycMos Lux-vowl qg-Mnne is a snail straggling tree with
fruit resembling an orange but with hard rind and assay flat seeds
covered with silky hair.

This tree say attain a height of forty foot.

It has ovate, five-nerved, glabrous opposite leaves.

on short peduncled, terminal cyme.

The flowers are

They have hardly any pedicels, are

white to yellowish, calyx four-to-five lobed, corolla four-to-five cleft,

with valvate lobes, five stesjono, end ovary nasally two-celled.

4

The dried ripe seeds of Stryehnos are used in medicine.

fruit ie a kind of berry with thr*e to five seeds, which are freed
the bitter pulp by washing and dried before exportation,
heard

when dry *nd tough when damp.

The
frost

they are very

Externally they are grayish-yellow

or grayish-green with a satiny lustre due to the long heirs; internally

they are whitish.

These seeds are inodorous but

persistently bitter taste.

h<

ve sn intensely rud

The active principles of this plant are the

alkaloids, strychnine and brocine.

A glucoside, logonin,

is present in

the seeds in small amount but it is found in the pulp of the fruit to
the extent of 5*.

Strychnine forms crystal isable salts with various

acids but the sulphates ere oomrrercii.l' y
,

-nost

important.*'
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The drug j^x-vomica. contain* strychnine and has essentially

the earn action as strychnine.

Because of their hitter taste, both

are used In very small doses to stimulate the appetite by causing the
floe of gastric Juice.

They do this indirectly by acting on the taste

buds and causing the flow of saliva.

with strychnine as an appetiser,

Gentian is frequently combined

strychnine also has a stimulating ef-

fect on the Central Servous System.

Zt acta chiefly on the spinal

cord, increasing its reflex excitability sad such lees ea the higher

centers.

Because of this effect, strychnine is used (usually In the

form of Wax vomica) as a tonic to the muscular system, increasing

response to stimuli.

Zt is employed la some forms of paralysis, such

as post-Diphtheric or Lead paralysis, but is of no value when the paralysis results from an organic lesion of the spinal cord.
is also

Strychnine

found la many cathartics, sines it relieves the depression

which usually follows their use.

Strychnine stimulates the respiratory

center, although only temporarily,

for this reason, it is often

employed as an antidote to an overdose of some ding which is a respiratory depressant, such as Morphine or the Barbiturates,

Great care must

be taken not to give the patient an overdose of Strychnine or the
patient will be seised with convulsions and death occur, either from

fixation of the cheat by spasm of respiratory muscles or during the
interval between convulsions from respiratory paralysis. 31

fltrPpiHffi*^ °os»ff from the Greek twisted cord aad flower,

alluding to the corolla segments of this Genus.
belonging to South Africa and Asia.

Shis is a tropical plant

Both strophan

ti

hispldaa-OeOondolle

^
and Strophanthus Keats-Oliver are used in reedicine.*
The Qenus atrophantmis is composed of shrubs which
iiosito leaves end terminal

branches.

haw

op-

inflorescences—often at the ends of short

The flowers are mostly showy with five nabricate sepals,

sometimes foliacsous; a tubular corolla, the south with paired appendages alternating the five lobes

very long filiform tails.

Dm

— these
short

are acuminate and produced into

fll—oatod

the tube and the carpels are separated.

stamens are borne on

The fruit is two mericarpa. 51

The ripe seeds of Strophanti*!* are the part of the plant

used in medicine.

The plumose awns at the ends ©f the seeds are usual-

ly removed before exportation.

These seeds have no odor except when

broken, but they have a very bitter taste.

Strophaathin, a crystalline

glucoside, occurs chiefly in the endosperm.

Another principle, peeudo-

stropbanthia has been Isolated fro* the seeds of some species.

This

principle seems to be more powerful than strophaathin but is less satis,
factory as a heart tonic.
The effects of § ^rophanthln are practically the ease as tisose

BtfjfctfH

cad will* therefore, be discussed more fully under the

latter drug.

Since the rate of absorption of strophaathin frsa the

of

gastro- intestinal tract is very variable, its oral use is distinctly
dangerous.

When injected in tra-moseul arl y or intravenously its iction

is induced promptly; hence it is a useful heart tonic when immediate

at ion is inperatlTe.

It is used much less frequently than Digitalis

because it is less reliable. 18
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fttropa Belladonna-Llpne . commonly known as the Qeodly Kfcthf-

Shado or Bel l adonna , is a Tory poisonous plant as its various
<??e*t.

nm

ill

sag.

Atropoi was that one of three fates oho cut the thread of life,

the drag produced by this pleat was much used by the ladies of Venice

—hence

to enhance the lustre of their eyes by dilating the pupil*

derivation of the

nam

w tire

Asia Minor are the

—beaut* f»t

belladonna

}frfj-

the

Southern Surope and

habitats of Atsepa.*4

this pleat is a tall* glabrous, herb, bearing a perennial rootstock.

It stands erect and has leafy branches.

entire and pointed.

The leaves are staple,

The flowers are single or la oairs and nodding on

lateral peduncles with blue-purple, or often greenish-purple, bell-

shaped corollas.

The calyx is made up of five ovate, leafy divisions,

the androeciura is five-parted sad the ovary two-loeuled, su perior.

The

purple berries of this plant are poisonous. 4
The leaves are picked when the plants are In full bloom.

should bo carefully handled to avoid braising and

-iried in the

They

shade in

While only the leaves should bo

order to retain their green color*

collected for the boot pharmaceutical trade, the young growth, including the eaaller sappy twigs, has aodioinal value sad say bo sheared from
the plants and dried in the sane manner as the leaves.

not as profitable as the leaves.
and third year's growth.
to!*:

The best roots are those of the second

They are harvested in the fall after frost, the

being rrowed «MI r?>ed off,

running plough.

The roots are

HM

the roots turned out with

^eec

They are carefully washed and cut into about four-inch

lengths, the larger pieces being split lengthwise to aid in drying.

Thorough drying either in the sun or with mild artificial heat is essential;
otherwise the roots will mold whoa stored.

Several alkaloids have boom

found in the various parts of the plant, the principle ones being atropine.

—
mm h
hyoeeine (scopolamine) aad hyo«cyamine. 37

All Solanaceae have a similar physiological action dependent
on the active principle atropine.

Atropine has a depressing effect on

the parasympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system. 22

secretions.

0—

It checks

Because it reduces the secretion of salira, it is used la

of bronchitis where there is excessive expectoration or preced-

ing anaesthesia, especially ether.

Because it diminishes the secretion

of hydrochloric acid by the stomach, it is useful in treating the byperchlorhydrla of gastric ulcers.
decreases peristalsis.

e^NM

caused by ulcer*

dilated by this drug.
lc 1
,

-or*,

,

but.

It is therefore useful for treating the painful
,

colic, or sprstic constitution.

T:<e

fej

lis

.

re

It is therefore used as a mydriatic in ophthelmo-

care

eases of glaucoma,

Atropine relaxes intestinal spasm and

rrust

be taken nut to increase oculnr tcn-i-.n in

Byosclne Hydrobromlde or Scopolamine Bydjpobroinide

resembles Atropine in its Influence on the parasympathetic system but

it differs in having a sedative effect on the brain.

It is, therefore,

used aa a cerebral sedative in many forms of insanity; also with morpjiine

for surgical anaesthesia, either before or without ether.

Tbnttsrmas ql»r>-Linne. the Black Henbane, derives its nana
from the Greek words for "hog" aad "bean" because it is said to be
poisonous to swine.

Sons authors say it is not poisonous to swine but

to domestic fowls only. 37

froscyamus a&ger. is a coarse, clammy. 111-smelllng wayside

t

weed found on open, sandy soil.
one to two aad a half feet high.

These annual or biennial herbs grow

They hare clasping, toothed or angled

Psise

leaves

sessile floaere borne on one-si lad, leafy spikes.

t-a-.!

ftM

75

lurid

flowers have dull greenish-yellow corollas reticulated with purple reins,
fbe f ive-lobed calyx is be 11 -shaped while the five-lobed corolla is fan.

A two-celled capsule

nel-form.

is enclosed

in the persistent enlyx sad

Ops&s transversely all arovgd near the apex. 17

She leaves, flowering tops, and sometimes the •sate are used
medicinally.
yoiir izd

Ordinarily the plants b losses about August of the second

die after rl eniu

their seed, but individual

early frequently bloom uad set seeds the first year.

,;lrjats

aft i-U*l

The leaves and

flowering tope are coll acted when the plants are in full bloom and are

carefully dried in the shade.

an

The irregular, matted fragments of leaves

ground into a grayish-green or dark green powder. 49
The alkaloids, hyoscine and hyo scyamlne (an isomer of atropine),

hare been isolated for medicinal purposes .32
The use of the drug hyoscine. has already been discussed under

Atropa belladonna.

Broeqrasflao is made into a tincture which has actions

and uses similar to those of Atro nine or of Tincture of

flelladonrj?.

whose

active principle is Atropine. 54

Oaneionm fruteseens-Llnne , the
asnpey T and
origin.

fianaieias

flfllfil

BWPffO* or Indian Qeat

caencm. the Cayenne Pepper, bare names of uncertain

It may be that Cspaicum came from Kant o—meaning t°

bite—on

account of the pungency of the aead or pericarp; or from causa. I chest,

referring to the form of the fault. 1 *
gapaicuc? frutesceas is a abrubby perennial, thr*e-to-eix feet
nigh, with prominently angled stems su' branches, the branches loosely
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wpposdlag or trailing, the leaves broadly ovate ecuudnnte.
is red, obtuse or oblong acuminate.

annuel.

The fruit

Capsicum annuum Is sn herbaceous

It yields the "pimento* of Tropical America. 17

The dried ripe seeds of several of the capsicum species are
ground for use.

fhey fern a yellowish-brown or brownish-red powder

with • very characteristic pungent t«ste.

Powdered capsicum is

MMP

times mixed with about 1% of a fixed oil to improve its appearance.

Wiere are two crystalline pungent principles found chiefly in the fruit:
Capsaicin, which is slightly soluble in water and volatile, forming

irritating vapors; and caps acu tin, which is so powerful that one part
in eleven million parts of water has a distinctly pungent taste.*57

fouonne poorer locally applied to the skin or muecuc membranes

cameos redness and finally vesication.

It is used locally as a counter-

irritant but not as a vesicant because these blisters would be too painful and difficult to heal.

It is one of the best remedies for atony of

the stomach, due to general debility, errors in diet, and alcoholism of
the chronic type.

It is also useful as a earns ily for subacute alcoholism

since it often satisfies by its stimulating effect and hot sensation, at
least to acme degree, the craving for alcohol.

In flatulent colic of

old persons or young adults, cayenne peeper may be used as a carminative
to aid in the expulsion of gas.* 2

nfffltfify.

or foxglove is said to have hewn mentioned in the

treatise of Welsh physicians in the year 1250 A. D. but it was first

described botanically in 1542 by lucks ins, who have it the botanical

name digital is ansyilwa. * 5

Be used this nams because the tubular
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corollas resemble fingers rnd because of its purple color. 17

of the Bane Foxglove

i?

lost in antiquity.

The origin

The word "fox" is said by

some to be a corruption of "folk," meaning the "little folk" or fairies,

but etymologists discredit this suggestion. 14

Although the drug from

this plant appeared in one or two pharmacopoeias , It received little

attention and was little used until 1775.
ing,

a physician of Birmingham,

At this tine villiaa slither-

JRsgland, had his attention directed to

a secret remedy used by an old soman in Shropshire.

Sith this reaedy

she often cured patients with drops;, when medical men of the day failed
to help them.

The formula for this remedy comprised some twenty herbs

and froT his knowledge of medicinal plants. Withering concluded that

Digitalis was the drug responsible for the beneficial action of the
remedy.

He used it in his practice for ten years and then in IfTS intro-

duced the drug Into medicine by publishing a description of It with en
account of 163 patients whom he had treated with it.

Some of Wltherlng's

results were presented in 1779 to the Bsyal Medical Society in Edinburgh

by Stokes which led to the inclusion of Digitalis in the Edinburgh
l^armaoopoela in 1783.

The Digitalis plant is native to stoops and

very commonly seen on sngllsh pastors lands or by their roadsides. 4
fjff<»-"''

purpurea is

two to four feet high.

a

stout pubescent biennial or annual,

The lower leaves of this plant are ovate or

ovate-lanceolate, slender, petloled, the upper leaves smaller and sessile.

The flowe r s are large, two Inches long, and borne in long, droop-

ing racemes.

They are purple to white, more or less spotted, and rather

obscurely lobed.

The calyx is five-parted with foliaceous lobes.

The

tube of the corolla is somewhat Inflated, the limb scarcely spreading

ana Short.

There are four didynamous stamens undivided in the corolla,

and a two-carpeled, two-loculed ovary.

The fruit is a many seeded cap-
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suleP
Xt was formerly supposed that the leaves were not medicinally

active until the second year** growth, hot It it now generally recog-

nised that those of the first year's growth are equally as potent.
Leases, therefore , nay be harvested the first year when plants hove

reached sufficient else and annually thereafter.

The best product of

loaves are gathered prior to the expansion of the flowers.

They are

carefully dried in the shade and should be stored in such a manner that
they will not be exposed to light.

The most active digitalis is not

necessarily the beet from the oharmacologlcal point of view; pharmacologists prefer to use those preparations which show a maximum of the
therapeutic action with a minimum of side effects. 46

Digitalis has a

distinct odor, a bitter taste, and forms a dark green powder.

The active

principles of this drug are several crystalline glue os ides with actions

which are essentially similar.

The moat important ones are dig It ox in,

digital in, digltonln and digitogenin.

The whole drug is also used and

often preferred to one of the isolated principles.* 8
Digitalis is called a cardiac tonic.
the action of the heart.

It slows and strengthens

Xt may slew the heart beat by stimulating the

vagus center or by reducing the conductivity of the auriculo-ventricular
In prolonging the periods between contractions, it

bundle of Bis.

M
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increasing the force of the contraction, it tsekes the heart empty itself

more completely.

Thus the circulation ie improved, including the circu-

lation of those vessels supplying the heart, which again gives the heart
muscle better nourishment and titereforo increases its efficiency.

The

Improvement of cardiac output, in turn, relieves congestion, dyspnoea*
dropsy, and Increases the flow of urine.

Overdoes* of Digitalis may

—
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produce n^usen, vomiting, diarrhea, headache, eardlac irregularities
snd heart "block.

The rate of elimination of Digitalis 1* slower than

the rate of absorption; hence It has what is known as a cumulative
action, which Bust be carefully guarded.

Digitalis Is nseful In 999.

cardial insufficiency and symptoms arising therefrom, such as edee*,
and In nurieular fibrillation. 3*

WBSSte glMrtfrfr-tlanw and

tenjLkfc

tively the Beprmrmint and the Spearmint.

SSiSS^-tAsmo are respec-

Mentha Is of Greek origin,

coming from the name of a nymph who was fabled to have been changed
into mint by Proserpine.

Peppermint is nowhere considered truly in-

digenous, though probably its native haunt Is the basin of the Mediterranean.

It grows as an escaped plant in all European countries,

as it does with us.

It was first said to be found in XDgland about the

year 1700, by Dr. Sales.

The cultivation of the plant was begun In

Sreat Britain about 1750, and on the Continent In 1770.

mint is also primarily a snropean plant.

The Spear-

&

Mentha leaves have punctate spots.

The flower has a bell-

shaped calyx with five teeth, a corolla with a short included tube
the upoer lobe slightly broader, entire or notched

—

,

four equal stamens

with smooth filaments, and a two-carpel ed superior gynoecium.

The flow-

ers are small, pale purplish or whits, sad closely clustered.

The Spear-

stint has narrow,

densely crowded, leafless. , interrupted spikes; oblong or

ovate lanceolate, unequally serrate, sometimes short petioled leaves.
The Peppermint is branched and glabrous.

and oblong

It hasloose, leafless spikes

etioled leaves with glabrous or pubescent veins beneath.'17

The Tolatlle oil of the peppermint forms the principle mar-

3m table product, bat there is some demand in the crude-drug trade for
the dried learns sad flowering tops.

plants are in full bloom.

Harvesting is begun when the

The herb is cut and cured like hay, and when

fairly dried is placed in large vats or stills and distilled with steam
to obtain the volatile oil.

Spearmint oil is distilled in the

earns

way.

So prepare the dry peppermint drug for market the leaves and flowering
toys,

are collected when the first flowers appear ana before the leaves

basin to fall and era carefully dried in the shade.

£he volatile oil

of the peppermint contains menthol while that of spearmint contains

carvol,^
Oil of pe ppermint baa a strongly aromatic, pungent taste and

characteristic odor.

Like other volatile oils, it acts as a counter-

irritant, especially on mucous rceabranes .

It may be used as a carmina-

tive in cases of gaseous distention because it relaxes the cardiac

sphincter and allows the gas to escape.

It also relaxes the urethral

sphincter so that it is aaad to aid the patient who is unable to void,

especially post-opsraUvely.

Solid menthol is used for its cooling sen-

Eat ion in cases of neuralgia or headache by rubbing over the painful

area.

It is aaad in antipruritic ointments for the same soothing effect

or as an antiseptic and stimulant for inflamed mucous membranes of the
nose and threat, in which case it is inhaled ae a vapor.
rnost

commonly used as a flavoring substance, though it

to produce effects similar to those of pep ermiat.

Spearmint is
a>ay be

employed
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Msstsstssl lB the Gomroon

or Garden Thyme.

evergreen shrub ie Indigenous to Spain and Italy

?snd

This

wall

extensively cul-

tivated In Burepe and the United States. 32
Thytms vulgaris of the Labi&tae, or Mint family, has a slender, quadrangular, pubescent stew.

It is externally light grayish-

brown; the older, woody portions are purplish-brown and the pith is

hollow.

Xt haw lanceolate leaves with an acute

ing into a short petiole.

sumrriLt

and base taper-

Their margin is entire and revolute, both

surface* greyish-green, glandular and hairy, the veins prominent.
flowers are in axillary clusters or in terminal glomeroles.

The

They have

a bi-labiate calyx and corolla, four stamens, and a four-ported ovary
with a double style.

Ike fruits are minute, ovoid nutlets. 33

When the plant is in full bloom the flowering tons are cut

and carefully dried in the shade in order to preserve the natural color.
This is the dry herb.

The volatile oil is obtained from the entire

herb which le cut when in full bloom and subjected to steam distillation.

This is the Oil of Thyme or Thymol.

Thymol is a phenol with an

aromatic, thyme-like odor, end a pungent taste. 2*
The chief use of thymol is as an antiseptic and anthelmintic
in treating hookworm infections.

Like all anthelmintics, the adminis-

tration of thymol should be preceded by a cathartic so that the worn

may be exposed to the full action of the drug and followed by a cathartic
to prevent possible absorption of the drug with subsequent toxicity ©f
the patient.

Thymol is commonly used in the form of Thymol Iodide, otherviss

knew

as Artstol, as an antiseptic dusting powder for broken-down arena

of the skin. 18

mm

G2

She origin of the tut of cinchona or HP nlBft bark la medicine
,

io a well known, romantic story.

fl

It la said that the Counts** of

Chtachon, a district southwest of Madrid, Spain, fsll ill of the agus

whlls in South America with her husband, the Viceroy of iwru.

She «as

cured by bark sent to her from Loxa, a town in the Andes, by the Mayer.
In 1640 when the Count and Countess returned to Spain they carried the

bark with them to distribute to the poor peasants of Chinchon where

mala rial infection was common.

In 1742 Linnaeus called the plant ££g-

Siim& offieina. omitting the Urst "h" of the Countess* name by mistake.
The Indiana of iferu, however, called it

mmMMUh

or "bark of barks."

In IP 10 Gomes of Lisbon obtained a mixture of alkaloids from the

:lant

from which were Isolated quinine and clnchonio.*4
Some of the Cinchona aos . are trees , soma shrubs with opposite

leawes and deciduous stipules.

The flowers are fragrant, white and pink

in color, growing in terminal panicles and much frequented by hmwring
birds.

They hews a small, fire-toothed, persistent calyx, a long, tabular

corolla with five short, spreading valvate lobes, hairy at the margins,

five Stamens, and a two-celled ovary with numerous ovules on an axillary
placenta.

The fruit is a capsule with septlcidal dehiscence

an<

v;iy,

flat winged seeds. 4
When the trees are from six to nine years old they possess the

maximum amount of alkaloids and the bark of the trunk ae well ae the
roots is removed and allowed to dry.

The bark of the stem Is used in

the manufacture of galenicals, whlls the root-bark Is employed for the

extraction of the alkaloids, especially quinine.

Owing to the fact that

light influences the production of quinine in the plant, it was formerly

customary to cover the bark of the tree with moss and other materials,
and this is known es "mossed bark."

/or a time the cultivators followed

M0i

m

the practice of mooring the bark ia alternate stripe from the trunk,

the

ftniilifl

places belas again covered, after which another layer of

bark developed, very rich ia alkaloids

sad.

kaown a* "rouses

bark."

fhs outer bark, consisting of periderm layer and seas of the cortex,
is flatt ened oat and allowed to dry under pressors, constituting "flat"

bark.

Ths older aethods of cultivation hare been replaced by select-

ing the seeds of those plants highest in alkaloids and by hybridisation.
The asost important alkaloid found in the bark is quinine.

Others are

Quinidine , cinohoaiue, einehonidine, enlaaaine, hydreqaiaons, hydroqulnidine, and hydreclnehonidlae.

Quinine has a bitter taste even in

dilutions of 1 to 10,000. 32
because of its bitter taste nul-dne is frequently foun.. ia

tonics.

But quinine is also a protoplasadc poison, especially ia

respect to protosoa.
eria.
chill.

Its chief use is as a specific in oases of Val-

Zt should be given in large doses before the tine of the expected

It then has the effect of mn antipyretic.

Another use of

quinine is based on its power of contracting the asnoth Base la of the

uterus.

It is frequently eaployed to induce labor, either at term or

before.

Solutions of quinine, especially with urea hydrochloride, have

a Barked anaesthetic action when injected hypoderaieally.

They cay be

used to inject varicose veins, in which esse enough irritation la produced to offset sclerosis.

Their anaesthetic effect nay else be useful

in falaria cases. 18

The nans

1 **

gfTh**

cases fro- the Greek, referring to the

fact that the flowers of this pleat are borne in heads.

Osahsel ls

Ipscacuanha (or Fsyeaatrla Ipecacuanha) is Brazilian. 4

The Qsahaalls sons, arc tropical shrubs, sub-snrub*

,

or herbs.

They have ©pposits leaves, aad Mall, white flowers col lac tad in an invu liter? te bead.

The calyx of tea flowers is four-to-seron toothed and

persistant, the corolla trampst-ahaped with feur-to-flve-lobed llmba
and four to fire stamens inserted into the throat of the corolla*

fruit is a dry or fleshy two-seeded drape,

The

fiephaoll* TrMfflWWllll> "111

r~

is a low, creeping herb with oblong-orate, entire leaves which are pub-

escent beneath.

The

he.'

da are pendulous, the roots slender and knotty. 4

lbs roots of Gspheella are gathered daring the dry season aad

dried as saickly as possible by being placed in the son during the day
la the coarse of two or three days they are ready

aad cotared at night.

They are cylindrical, more or less tortuous, externally

for market.

dark brown sad internally light brown.
bitter, acrid taste.

They hare a slight odor aad a

Ipecac contains three alkaloids—e*e tine, eepb-

caiiac, sad psycho trine.

When giren by

45
--o

t.

,

i

•

s a local irritant action.

-c c

In

vary snail doses it say be used as a stomachic beesase of ite mild ir-

ritation of the gastric mucosa.

In slightly larger doses it is aa

expectorant , while ia still larger eases it causes aaassa aad vomiting.

Hi

Sjftisa.
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net

3 e..

enable.

It is t leasjhaaj

res trio ted almost entirely to Pediatrics where vomiting is iaduced to

step spasmodic croup.

Ipecac aad its alkaloid, east las. are considered

specifies for amelic dysentery.

Ia these esses ipecac mast be given

16
with a depressant drag such as opium or morphine to present vomiting.

p
£2Ua&
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»T2*ica_ *ae Introduced 1a surly IHkawilim tlsses

Abyssinia to Arabia, whence it bacon known to Suroaeans In the

sixteenth century,

fioffefe

comes from the Arabian none for the drink,

which in turn is conjectural ly derived from Ooffa, a district in
southern Abyssinia. 14

Although coffee hen been used as a beverige

for hundreds of years by a

fee-

persons, as a world beverage it Is com.

para tlvol y and era.

S&U&&. m&lSS.
feet high.

*» evergreen shrub growing ten to fifteen

The lateral branches are opposite, hortsontal, and in

pairs.

The pairs of branches are in whorls on the

lotives ,

which are opposite and borne in pairs, are elliptical, acumin-

ate at the tip and attenuate at the base.

The

quently curled and rather abruptly contracted.
and wavy.

Up

savin stem.

The

of the leaf Is fre-

The margin is entire

The leaves are a dark, glossy green, and though thin are

firs in texture.

nd delicately fragrant star*llka

The pore white

flowers are borne on very short pedicels in axillary clusters.
stigma is two-brenehed, the anthers linear.

The

The short annular calyx

with its denticulate limb is so small as almost to escape notice. Norm-

ally two seeds are produced in each red sherry-like drupe. 4
The "set process" for cur in
the ripe fruits through

*>

the coffee consists of passing

machine which pulps and separates the coffee

in ite parchment from the pulp.

The former is then fermented and

washed to remove a slimy covering.

After thorough drying in the sun

or heated driers, the parchment coffee may be stored or it may bass the
thin, brittle parehmsnt removed by special machinery.

may be further pollened and artificially colored.

If desired, it

After being sised

and hawing the better grades cleaned of inferior beans, it is ready for
roasting.

In some places where the "dry or old preparation* is followed

inge 86

the coffee la allowed to ripen and much of It to
fell fro* the trees

end lie on the ground until ell can be collected in one
picking.
ie then dried in the ran without preliminary
preparation. 63

It

The active

principle of the coffee plant, the alkaloid caffeine, le
isolated for

Medicinal purposes.

Caffeine la one of the most Important emergency stimulants
in medical use today.
and spinal cord.

It acts rapidly, chiefly influencing the
brain

It is of great Interest to know that caffeine does

not exhaust the bruin unless taken in each large desee as to
interfere

with rest and nourishment.

Caffeine has a marked effect on the pulse.

Increasing its rate by stimulating the sino-aurlcular node or pace-maker
of the heart.

This action, coupled with the feet that it increases

respiration by central stimulation, makes caffeine an invaluable emer-

gency stimulant la cases of shock, or of drag poisoning, especially
when it is due to morphine or alcohol.

by improving the circulation.

Caffeine also Increases diuresis

It is not generally employed as a diuret-

ic, however, because the cerebral stimulation which results from this

drug is not always desirable.

ISBlLg.

of the drug

Asafoqti'ifr-Llnne or >'erulfi fe«ilda-a»gel is the source

Asafoetlda.

The naaw Jfornla is «n ol? Latin name probably

from the verb "to strike" because the stems were used as ferules in
ancient times.

This is an Asian plant. 4

The plant ferula
is

Asafoetlda stands six to twelve feet high,

very stout and much-branched.

glandular or somewhat tomentoee.

Its leaves are puberal ous and minutely

The radical ones are large,

rhe

yellow
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flowers are on twenty-to-thirty-rayed umbels with fleshy peduncles.

fhis plant has an evil odor. 4

A gum resin Is obtained from the milky juice of the plant.
It fees a strong, penetrating oior resembling garlic.

It is obtained

by incising the living rhisomss sad roots of tbe plant,

then fresh

it Is tough, yellowish while translucent, or milky white

mi

It changes gradually to pinkish, dry end brittle.

opaesjs.

In order to powder

anafoetida, it is dried at a temperature not higher then 30° Gentigrade or placed over freshly burnt lime.

32

Vhen taken internally, asafoetida gives a sensation of warmth
and acts as a stimulant and carminative in the alimentary canal.

It

is useful la intestinal indigestion of aid parsons when associated with

flatulence and In flatulent col icy children.
ly to relieve tympanites.

It may be injected rectal-

Asafoetida is also used as a stimulating ex-

peotorant in bronchitis.**

srtmsssla, ^MlBtHrtHI Tlnn* is the noma on garden herb known

as wormwood or absinthium.

This plant is an herb two to four inches high, very branching

and spreading, resembling closely a shrub,

the leaves are parted into

avail and numerous
two or three oblong lobes, while the flower heads are

4
in their leafy panicles.
before they exIt is these flower heads which are collected
psnd and are carefully dried and preserved.

They yield a medicinal

principle known as santonin under these conditions.
the heed matures this principls disappears.

Just as soon as

Santonin is odorless and

HMDI

tasteless

vhn

first put late the

M

Math, but later dsweUps a bitter

taste.49

Santonin la aa anthelmintic which is especially effective

when employed against roundworms.

The procedure followed la Its ad-

ministration is the ess* as that used with other anthelmintics

taat

is, the bowel is cleaned before and after its use to render It iroet

effective and least toxic to the patient.

Hi M

She largest somber of plants used as drug sources falls into the group employed for Its action on the alimentary tract.

those, a whole list of

;

1 Jits

ro ,i,cing volatile oils as their active

principles is used as carminative*.
are derived naturally from plants.
posl

U om

Of

Volatile oils or essential oils

While they differ in chemical com-

consisting of various neutral principles, aldehydes, ketones,

phenols, esters or compound ether*—they have certain physical propertios and physiological actions in common.
one

lias

fhat is, physically, each

a distinctive aromatic odor by which it is easily recognized,

a pungent aromatic taste,

is practically insoluble in enter but soluble

in tJcohol, volatilises end docoraxjees fairly readily.

Physiological-

ly, each has an antiseptic and astringent effect on mucous

me*"*

ranea,

is stimulating to nerve endings when used in small quantities and paral-

ysing in largo quantities, relaxes sphincter*, such as the cardiac
sphincter, and reduces spasms of the in test iocs but adds tone to flabby

or relaxed smooth muscles, effecting in this say the expulsion of gas.
The chief plant drugs used as carminatives are Capsicum, Camphors., Oardaatoni Samoa, Cianameaum, MsstN.il. Piperitao,

and Zingiber.

It is to be

noted that volatile oils are characteristic of entire botanical far! lies.
Of those, no may mention the Isnmcoae, Ungibereceae, and the Labiatao.
Another group, composed primarily of plant drugs, is used as

Vegetable purgatives to promote evacuation.

This group ones its purga-

tive effect to the fact that each one of these drugs has a more or less

Irritating effect on the nerve endinge of the intestinal tract which
stimulates peristalsis.

The Irritating effect is due in moist cases to

the presence of the chemical known es anthracene.

ples of

Hoe,

The active orinei-

O&scara, IBsenm cad Senna are entforacme derivatives.

Gleum klcini sad Podophyllum, on the other head, have ether irritating
chemicals in their compositions, the former containing rieinaleie ccld

which is believe 1 to he the purgative principle, and the latter a resinous mixture, iudophyllin.

Botanical ly, the cathartic plants are

generic groups rather than family ones.

Other mcmborB of the

seesi

fami 1 ies are not necessarily purgative.
The vegetable dregs used as anthelmintics are Aspidium, Gheu-

opodium, Santonin, sad Thymol.

principles they contain.

Their actions depend on the poisonous

It is true that they are poisonous to the

patient as well as the parasite but precautions are taken to allow a

minimum absorption of these drugs from the Gastro- Intestinal tract.

They are administered under elose supervision and followed after a certain period of time by cathartics or Irrigations to dispel tat drag as
well ae the worms.

These drags need to increeee secretion of saliva are selected

because of their bitter taste and are used to stimulate appetite.
Cent lea, Hux Vomica, Quinine, sad Strychnine are the pleat products in-

cluded here,

aos

Hr

ear Vomica and Strychnine come from the came pleat,

TtHi6*- while the other two are not related.

trych-

In the emetic group

Sinapls nigra aad Ipecac are Irritating to the mucous membranes of the

gaetro-lntestlnal trsct, setting up a reflex etlaulation which produeee
emeele.

Apomorphlne, on the other head, acts oa the vaulting center to

produce the same end result.

These drugs were undoubtedly cho eea by a

trial sad error method In their usage ead the scientific basis of their

*ge
action discovered later.
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Sot only ere they product* of unrelated plants,

bat their action*, aside from the ercetic factor, are also unrelated.
Two more groupe of plant drugs have rather obvious actions

on the alimentary tract, the demulcents—Acacia, AmyIran, sad Slycyrrhisa—

which form a coating over this tract and protect It mechanically free ir-

— Citric acid,

ritation, and the flavoring substances

Pranus,

vn

Tuichaimi _

wsed to disguise the less pleasant testes of other drags.
Drugs co»manly used for their local action on skin wounds or

visible mucous membranes rank next in their marker of plant sources.

The

disinfectants, or rather antiseptics, used on tnocous menfcranes are for
the most part volatile oils.

Among these are found the following!

Buca-

lyptol, oil of Santal, oil of Terpentine, Pinol, Thymol, and Methyl Salicylate.

The properties and actions of volatile oils hrve already been

discussed in a previous paragraph.

Suffice it to any that while most of

these volatile oils, too, are characteristic of entire botanical families,
there is one
plants.

—Uethyl

—which has

Salicylate

sources in entirely unrelated

It may be obtained naturally be extraction from Qaultberla pro-

cumbens or Be tula lenta, or it may be prepared synthetically from the

Salicylic acid of the Selix ape.

Irritants of the skin, used either to

produce local stimulation by simple reflex action or counter-Irritation

of distant parts of the body, possibly by stimulating certain segments
of the spinal cord, also owe their actions to volatile oils.

Qanphor,

menthol, Oil of Terpentine, and Sinapis nigra belong in this class. Camaft

i<ni*

Mentixl

.-re

very often usea in large tnow^h tnjantitiet.

M

•

firalyse

the nerve endings In the skin and, tnersby, become anodynee or antiprurit-

ics rather then irritants.

Other plant drugs used as anodynes are Cocaine,

which is a local anaesthetic, and Belladonna leaves or flyoscyamus, these
ftatai

ased in plucter tor*

H

Iftfleve loct.l

HMaWMtt Ml

neursd ic v ins

I

and

aomMi.

xaolliants and protect

im

I |

p BH

of the akin are Asylum, Thy-

rsi iodide, Oleum Theobronintis, sad Oleum Mcini; the first two forming

a pu^r or powdery protective coating, while the last two form an oily
coating, preventing the absorption and evaporation of eater along with

other Hufcatsneea.

Vegetable astringents come, for the most part, from

plants yielding tannic add.

Ccasrereially, the Oak Gall is the most

important of these, although the tea plant end the bark of many tree*

contain tannic acid la smaller quantities.

Tannic aeid precipitates

proteins, ceasing the surfsee to become hard sad non- permeable,

s^rrh

is also as astringent, used mostly on the aaueous membranes of the month.

In summarising the plant drugs used primarily for their effect

on circulation sad secondarily as diuretics, we find they are very limited as to numbers but extremely important as to therapeutic use.

:

>e

find that the pleats which produce them are totally unrelated botanical*

ly but the drugs themselves are closely related chemically.

Caffeine,

theobromine end theophylline are formed by the introduction of methyl

radicals into a corresponding nasber of

Mfife

grottos of xanthine.

These

groups occupy various positions in the xanthine; consequently many methyl

mntMsos

occur naturally, sad several have been prepared synthetically.

Cea'foine (li3«7 trimethylxanthlae), theobromine (3:7 dime thylxan thine)

and theophylline (1:3 dime thylxanthine) are the only members of the group

that are important therapeutically.

Caffeine is a vasoaons trie tor, while

Theobromine sad Theophylline are vasodilators.

Sach has a diuretic ac-

tion because of its effect on circulation, but these actions differ Quantitatively.
System.

Caffeine alone has a marked effect on the Central Servous

Caffeine occurs in tea and coffee, and less abundantly in cocoa.

Theobromine is more abundant in cocoa, but it is also prepared synthetically.

Theophylline occurs in small amounts in tea but it is mors often pre-

I-age

pared synthetically,

S3

igl tails and Strophanthua or* unrelated botanie-

ally, only slightly related chemically (both having glycosides in their

active principles), but closely related la physiologic action, and in
t.arnsioutic uses.

Both are

MM

to slo* the pulse

MM

strengtV-A the

contractions of the heart; both have a diuretic action on the excretory
system, although Digital ia Is considered much safer whan administered by

snath because of the variability in the rate of abeorption of

i

trov.hi.n-

thos froT the gastro-intestinal tract, while Strephanthas is useful when
isjmedlata action Is imperative because it may be injected intravenously.
-

Cf all the drugs used on the Central Nervous System, the group

of plaat drags popularly known as "the opiates* or the alkaloid derivatives of Jtepaver

fWP

WJTfttfff

ere certainly outstanding in Importance.

Be-

ing central nervous system depressants they are widely used as cerebral

sedatives or hypnotics where the cause of excitement is due to pain.
this way, they are also analgesic.

1b

The stimulants of the Central Bervcas

Syater are two very similar yet very different drugs. Caff sine a»l Strychnine.

Caffeine stlanlatee the higher centers of the brain and has a less

marked effect on the spinal card, while Strychnine stimulates the spinal
cord with little action on the higher centers.

ulating effect on the Respiratory System.

Both have a slight stim-

The autonomic part of the

Central nervous System is effected by several plant drugs, too.

Atropine

or Belladonna (with Atropine ea ite active principle) and Sphedrine produce very similar and results; that is, they stimulate "emergency reactions"

of the body, such as increase* respirations, relaxed bronchial spasm,
quickened pulse, decreased secretions and decreased peristalsis.

However,

Atro/ine does this by depressing the tarasympathetic part of the Autonomic
Atervous System, while Spbedrine stimulates the Sympathetic portion.

Aa

animal product, Adrenal la, le much more commonly employed then Ephedrine

since its actios la produced much more cfuiekly, which la an important
factor In emergencies.

Fhysoetlgaiin* and Piloc&r lne ara stimulants

ef tha Parasympathetic part of the Autonoadc Bervous systenv- that is,
they promote vegetative actions of the body such aa increased x-ristaj»i«t increaaad secretions , and a dacraaae in tha actions of the vital

organs,

lityeostigmine. however , has a sore narked affect on peristal-

As, while

rtlocsrpine la more stimulating to secretions,

this last

group of drags has lean very ouch s«p lamented and in some cases replaced

hy animal products

—glandular

substances or horsonea.

—known aa opacifies— ia

The Ifat group of plant drugs
to five drags:

reduced

Ipecac for Arabic Dysentery, Oolchicuas for Gout, Chaul-

tsoagra for Leprosy, Qnlaine for Malaria, and the Salicylates for liheumetic

Sever.

Scientlf ic experhwentation has placed the use of these drugs on

a rational rather them am empirical basis,

scientific experimentation

has likewise added to this list of plant specif ice a larger number of

—sera and vaccinae—,

biological rub stances

vitamins, and glanduUr sub-

stances, placing emphasis on the preventive as wall as the curative

aspects of medicine.

Today, the revered secrecy of our fathers with regard to plant

drugs has given way to world-wide advertising of even the minutest details,

whether they be merely suppositions
Dyne;

,

theories, or well established facts.

companies issue enormous amounts of literature which is in ten- lad to

present every aspect of their product to the public and especially to tha

medical profess ion.

There is Increasingly less tendency to depend on the

empirical value of a drug.

Since the time Dr. Withering found that digi-

talis was the one useful herb out of twenty used to cure Dropsy, other

IBte.vrch rtorker* have been busy not only isolating plants bat also

Isolating active principles of plants.

a,

tu.l

syntr.es is

is

After these are Isolated their

attempted, so that in

n»jny

emM MMM M

titlan between the natural product and the synthetic product.

Ms***
Since the

medical pro fees ion now choosR to use natural remedies, drugs whose

ac-

tions ere understood, it is the beet known plants which are moat in
demand.

There is a tendency toward simplicity— toward the nee of fewer

and stapler dregs.

The attitude today is that one dreg of whose action

we are certain will do no re good than twenty of which we know little or
nothing.
etnltted

The latest revision of the U. S. rhlTimti

1

i

a long list of drugs whose actions are uncertain.

drug store shows a marked contrast to the old
of the erode drugs dried and hanging

froa-

tiree

(1936)

The

druggists.

hew)

modem
In place

rafters with a mortar and pestle

cloee by ready to do service, there are rows of sealed containers bearing
refined and even sterilised plant drugs which can be Identified by the
labels on the bottles.

Seen these refined plant products do not retain

quite the seme importance ae their forerunners, the crude dregs, for here
end there are gradually creeping in the latest additions to therapeutics,
those drugs used for prevention as well as cure—the vitamins, serums and
vaccines (Biological*) , and glandular substances.

Be that as it may.

occasionally a drug is found not to be insproved by modern treatment.
Digitalis, for example, is still preferred in the crude form rather them
in the form ef isolated principles.

Both the American Medical Association

end the American Heart Association reenmmmmd the use of the whole dreg.

tfage
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CCNOLUSIOMS

flmt drag* hers for centuries b«en the backbone of therapeutic
practice.
plants in use for centuries past are today used for the
a. One of the primary causes of death, heart

disease, weald he practically impossible to
treat without the plant drug, Digitalis.
b. Medical practice would be crippled beyond
repair without morphine to combat the seat
distressing and eoareoa symptom of dlseaae,
pain.

While the number of plant drugs used for therapeutic
purposes
hen been greatly diminished, there Is little evidence that thoss
which are now in uss will be replaced in the near future.

»s largest group of drug plants is used is treating conditions
of alimentary tract.
Certain botanical families are characterised by the fact that they
yield identical or sitril r >i«g r.. 'ucts.

dregs which are chemically or physiologically related
plants with wery little or no botanical connection.

cc-re

Many drugs formerly only obtained from plants are today chemically
syntheslsed.

Vast of the satire principles of plants fall into a fsw
the alkaloids, glucosidea, essential ells, fixed ells, and tannins.

The isolation of active principles has lsd to the rational rather
them empirical use of drugs.

Many active plant principles haws analogues in the Animal Kingdom.

Imp example 2

Epinephrine from the UsaaVMas
gland sad aahsdrine from ephedra sps.

flags
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11.

Improved factory methods permit refinement and sterilisation of
plant products formerly imprscticel.

12.

la the face of
vestigation of
is continuing;
use of Sardram

the decreasing therapeutic use of plant drags, inpoorly known aad little understood drug principles
as evidenced by a recent favorable report on the
ia

debet as.
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